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Abstract

This thesis deals firstly with ways to solve the problem of limited resource reserva-
tions over time, and secondly, handling conforming traffic in routers. At first glance
these topics seem a bit unrelated, but they are bothrelated to the bandwidth brokers
introduced by Schelén et. al. for providing quality of service (QoS) and are cases of
Algorithm Engineering applied in the field of Computer Networking. In the thesis the
solutions are presented in a problem related order.
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Det bästa sättet att spara tid
— är att använda den.

Svenskt ordspråk

The best way to save time
— is to use it.

Swedish proverb
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Introduction

In the introduction a brief discussion of some of the problems is given. Further an
overview of the results of the included papers is presented.Finally, some future topics
are discussed.

The following papers are included in the thesis:

• Paper 1

Andrej Brodnik, Andreas Nilsson, “A Static Data Structure for Discrete Advance
Bandwidth Reservations on the Internet”. Preprint Series,Vol. 41 (2003), 889,
IMFM, Ljubljana, Slovenia, August 2003.

A shortened version will appear as A. Brodnik, and A. Nilsson, “A Static Data
Structure for Discrete Advance Bandwidth Reservations on the Internet”. In con-
ference record of theFirst Swedish National Computer Networking Workshop
2003 SNCNW2003, Stockholm, Sweden, 8-10 September 2003.

• Paper 2

Olov Schelén, Andreas Nilsson, Joakim Norrgård, StephenPink, “Performance
of QoS Agents for Provisioning Network Resources”. In Proceedings of IFIP
Seventh International Workshop on Quality of Service (IWQoS’99), London,
UK, June 1999.

• Paper 3

Ulf Bodin, Andrej Brodnik, Johan Karlsson and Andreas Nilsson, “Extended
Expedited Forwarding: In-Time PHB group”. Preprint Series, Vol. 41 (2003),
874, IMFM, Ljubljana, Slovenia, April 2003.

A shortened version appeared as J. Karlsson, U. Bodin, A. Brodnik, A. Nilsson,
and O. Schelén, “Extended Expedited Forwarding: the In-Time PHB group”. In
conference record of theEigth IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communi-
cations - ISCC’2003, Kemer, Antalya, Turkey, June 30 - July 3 2003.

An extended abstract appeared as J. Karlsson, U. Bodin, A. Brodnik, A. Nilsson,
and O. Schelén, “Delivering Excess Traffic with Delay Guarantees - An Exten-
sion to Expedited Forwarding”. In conference record of theFuture Telecommu-
nications Conference 2001 FTC’2001, Beijing, China, 28-30 November 2001.
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An earlier version was published as U. Bodin, A. Brodnik, J. Karlsson, A. Nils-
son, “Extended Expedited Forwarding: In-Time PHB group”. In conference
record of theSecond Annual Conference on Computer Science and Electrical
Engineering CSEE’2001, Luleå, Sweden, 21-22 May, 2001.

• Paper 4

Andrej Brodnik, Andreas Nilsson, “Data Structure for a Time-Based Bandwidth
Reservations Problem”. Preprint Series, Vol. 41 (2003), 870, IMFM, Ljubljana,
Slovenia, March 2003.

An earlier version was published as A. Brodnik, and A. Nilsson. An Efficient
Data Structure for “Advance Bandwidth Reservations on the Internet”. In con-
ference record of theThird Annual Conference on Computer Science and Elec-
trical Engineering, Luleå, Sweden, 27-28 May 2002. Submitted to Workshop on
Quality of Service (IWQoS’2003).

• Paper 5

Andrej Brodnik, Ante Graovac, Andreas Nilsson, Tomaž Pisanski, “Application
of resource allocation problem to the analysis of spectra”.In Proceedings of
The Seventeenth Dubrovnik International Course & Conference on the Inter-
faces among Mathematics, Chemistry and Computer Sciences (MATH/CHEM/
COMP/2002), Book of abstracts Rudjer Bošković Institute, Zagreb, Croatia,
June 2002.

Also to be published in Croatica Chemica ACTA

1 Reservations of a limited resource

In order to provideQuality of Service(QoS) for the users of mainly real time applica-
tions on the Internet, the need to make a reservation of bandwidth over the Internet has
arisen. The idea of QoS is to provide the same quality of the service on the Internet
as it is provided in the ordinary telephone network. The telephone network is a circuit
switched network, that is when a userA calls userB a physical connection between
A andB is established. Every bit of data betweenA andB follows the same path and
the whole connection is guaranteed a certain quality of service throughout its life-time.
That is, the connection is not disturbed by others no matter how many users are using
the phone at the same time.

Internet on the other hand is a packet switched network. Thatis a network in
which small packets with address tags are transported from the source to the destina-
tion by several connected subnetworks and the routing of thepackets is done at each
hop depending on the address tag. On the Internet there are noguarantees regarding
unchangeable quality of service; if there is a high load on one link, packets may be
dropped, delayed or reordered. This is undesirable for users of real time applications
such as the telephony - phone users do not want to have gaps, delay or reordering in
their conversation. Customers watching a movie over the Internet want the movie to
go smoothly, no sudden stops are tolerated and neither are frame losses. One solution
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to achieve QoS on the Internet can be to reserve sufficient amount of bandwidth for a
time period of resource use — for instance, the time of a phonecall.

The IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) defined the end-to-end reservation
setup protocol RSVP ([2]). RSVP has a drawback that it does not scale particularly
well ([3]). Therefore IETF came up with a new approach, knownas “differentiated
services” (“diffserv”) , ([1]). Olov Schelén et. al. ([4, 5]) used thediffservto design a
new architecture to provide QoS called “bandwidth brokers”.

In this architecture they provide virtual leased lines using the differentiated services
to perform admission control through a system of bandwidth brokers. The bandwidth
brokers work on per-hop basis and each bandwidth broker needs to maintain a database
of the reservations made on its hop. In the backbone of the Internet there will most
likely be a lot of reservations to administrate and hence theuse of an efficient data
structure is required. We talk about a “Bandwidth Reservation Problem” (“BRP”) .
Our solution to the problem is more general than just to be used with the bandwidth
brokers. The solution works for any problem where a limited resource is to be reserved
over time.

The bandwidth brokers have the potential to make a lot of realtime applications
work on the Internet together with the ordinary traffic. To show the benefits of the band-
width brokers let us return to the example of the telephony. Packet switched telephony
over the Internet has the potential to be cheaper than the traditional circuit switched
telephony since it can utilize the infrastructure more efficiently. For example, if a user
is quiet during a phone conversation in the traditional circuit switched telephone net-
work all 64kbps of bandwidth are wasted. If the telephone call is packet switched the
available bandwidth can be used for other purposes during the silent time, hence more
customers can use the same infrastructure and the investment pays back sooner.

2 Overview of Contributions

• Paper 1

The paper “A Static Data Structure for Discrete Advance Bandwidth Reserva-
tions on the Internet” presents a data structure that solvesthe bandwidth reserva-
tion problem in a discrete bounded universe.

This data structure was one of those used in Paper 2. Several additional tech-
niques for making improvements are also shown. The problem originates from
Olov Schelén’s bandwidth brokers and was introduced to me by Prof. Svante
Carlsson. The main contribution of this paper is the efficient solution to the
Bandwidth Reservation Problem in a discrete bounded universe.

• Paper 2

In the paper “Performance of QoS Agents for Provisioning Network Resources”
the data structure from Paper 1 was used in order to show that the bandwidth
brokers can be used in the backbone of the Internet and that anordinary PC is
powerful enough to handle the reservations.
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This thesis’ author’s main contribution here was providingan implementation of
the data structure and a description of the data structure from Paper 1.

• Paper 3

The paper, “Extended Expedited Forwarding: In-Time PHB group”, suggests a
new forwarding behaviour for network routers to support applications which are
sensitive to delays and packet loss and are able to adapt their sending rate. We
also propose a way to implement this forwarding behaviour using local queue
tickets and careful buffer management. The paper also presents NS-simulation
of the theoretical result.

The thesis’ author’s contribution was mainly in proving thesolution.

• Paper 4

In the paper, “Data Structure for a Time-Based Bandwidth Reservations Prob-
lem” we drop some limitations from Paper 1. The limitations of fixed granular-
ity and bounded spanning time are removed. The paper presents a novel data
structure called BinSeT trees. BinSeT trees permit a fully dynamic solution to
the bandwidth reservation problem. Moreover, the given solution is optimal with
in respect of the lower bound in the comparison based model.

This paper is entirely the result of the thesis’ author with assistance of his super-
visor, Andrej Brodnik.

• Paper 5

In the paper “Application of resource allocation problem tothe analysis of spec-
tra” the BinSeT tree was applied to the problem of fast analysis of large spectral
data sets. This kind of analysis is important mainly for chemists that are dealing
with extended systems like solids, polymers and nanotubes.

The thesis’ author’s contribution was mainly to elaborate the use of the BinSeT
data structure in the problem.

3 Future Research

• Policing for the bandwidth brokers

How to make policing for the bandwidth brokers simple and effective is still an
open problem which would be very interesting to investigate. A reservation is an
agreement, between a customer and an ISP (Internet Service Provider), regard-
ing a certain amount of bandwidth between two nodes during a time interval.
Policing here means to control and uphold that the customersconform to the
agreement and are therefore never sending more than the reserved amount of
bandwidth at any time.

• Generalisation of a data structure to more dimensions.

It would be interesting to find out whether it is possible to design a data structure
that can be used by the bandwidth brokers to search an entire route at once,
instead of performing one lookup per link on a route.
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• A modified BinSeT used to find unreserved resources over time

To fulfil some Internet applications, reserving a fixed amount of bandwidth dur-
ing a specified time period, is not enough. Some applicationsneed to make a
reservation of an amount of data transferred during a specified time period, but
the bandwidth is allowed to vary during this period. For instance, a backup ser-
vice, done over the Internet, requires that all data is transferred during the night.
That is, we need a data structure that can answer the question“Can we reserve
so much bandwidth that the amount of data,D, can be transferred from nodeA
to B during the time period between the starting time,S, and ending time,E?”.
Formally, letB (t) be a function oft returning the amount of already reserved
bandwidth at timet. Let A be defined as the area belowB (t) in a bandwidth
- time graph,A =

∫ E

S
B (t) dt, and letC be the total reservable bandwidth

on the link (link capacity). Then the answer to the question will be “Yes” if
(C − A) ≥ D. The problem to investigate, is how to implement a data structure
that can answer this kind of queries efficiently.
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A Static Data Structure for Discrete Advance
Bandwidth Reservations on the Internet

Andrej Brodnik∗ † Andreas Nilsson†

Abstract

In this paper we present a discrete data structure for reservations of limited re-
sources. A reservation is defined as a tuple consisting of thetime interval of when
the resource should be reserved,IR, and the amount of the resource that is re-
served,BR, formally R = {IR, BR}.
The data structure is similar to a segment tree. The maximum spanning interval
of the data structure is fixed and defined in advance. The granularity and thereby
the size of the intervals of the leaves is also defined in advance. The data structure
is built only once. Neither nodes nor leaves are ever inserted, deleted or moved.
Hence, the running time of the operations does not depend on the number of reser-
vations previously made. The running time does not depend onthe size of the
interval of the reservation either. Letn be the number of leaves in the data struc-
ture. In the worst case, the number of touched (i.e. traversed) nodes is in any
operationO(log n), hence the running time of any operation is alsoO(log n)

1 Introduction

The original, never published version of this paper was called“An Efficient Data Struc-
ture for Advance Bandwidth Reservations on the Internet”. The original paper was
referred to in the paper “Performance of QoS Agents for Provisioning Network Re-
sources” ([10]) by Schelén et. al. under the reference number 14, but the reference
should really be changed to the current paper.

2 Definition of the problem

The problem we deal with, we call“The Bandwidth Reservation Problem”. A reserva-
tion is a time interval during which we reserve constant bandwidth. The solution given
here works in a discrete bounded universe.

By a discrete bounded universe we mean a universe with a limited duration and
a fixed time granularity. By using a fixed granularity we have divided the time into

∗Department of Theoretical Computer Science, Institute of Mathematics, Physics, and Mechanics, Ljubl-
jana, Slovenia

†Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå,
Sweden
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time slots (frames). We use a slotted time in hope to get a smaller data structure, faster
operations and hence gain benefits of a larger aggregation. This hope is inspired by the
fact that problems are generally easier to solve in a bounded(discrete) universe than in
the general case ([4]).

We observe that the bandwidth reservation problem is constrained by the physical
world and therefore no reservations will occur in the past and very few in a distant
future.

Throughout the paper we use the following notation:

• We have a bounded maximum intervalM starting atSM and ending atEM ,
henceM = [SM , EM ]. M is divided into fixed size time slots of sizeg. The
size of the intervalM is denoted by|M |.

• In general, a discrete interval,I, is defined as the duration between a starting
point S and an ending pointE, and the interval is divided into discrete slots of
sizeg. In short,I = [S, E]. Moreover, sinceSM ≤ S < E ≤ EM I ⊆ M .

• The bandwidth is denoted byB. A reservation,R, is defined by an intervalI and
a (constant) amount of reserved bandwidthB, duringI. In short, reservation is a
tupleR = {B, I}. Items related to reservations are denoted by a subscript, e.g.
R = {BR, IR}.

• A data structure storing reservations made is denoted byD. An item related
to a “query” toward the data structure is denoted by a subscript Q, e.g. IQ =
[SQ, EQ].

The bandwidth reservation problem defines three operations. First, we have a query
operation that only makes queries of the kind: “How much bandwidth is reserved at
most between timeS and timeE?”. Further, we have update operations: an insertion
of a new reservation and a deletion of a reservation already made. Formally these
operations define:

Definition 1.1 We have a bounded maximum intervalM divided into time slots of size
g. Let a reservation,R = {BR, IR}, be on an intervalIR ⊆ M with an associ-
ated bandwidth,BR. Then thebandwidth reservation problemrequires the following
operations:

Insert(D , R), which increases the reserved bandwidth during the interval IR for
BR.

Delete(D, R), which decreases the reserved bandwidth during the interval IR for
BR.

MaxReserved(D, IQ) which returns the maximum reserved bandwidth, during the
intervalIQ.

Note, deletion is the same as an insertion but with a negativebandwidth.
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2.1 Background of the problem

The bandwidth reservation problem is not so well studied in the literature. On the other
hand, two related problems, the partial sum problem ([5], brief in [8]), and the prefix
sum problem ([5]), are. In the partial sum problem we have an arrayV (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n

and want to perform these two operations:(1) update: V (i) = V (i) + x; and(2)
retrieve:

∑m

k=1
V (k) for arbitrary values ofi, x and m. There is only a slight

difference between the partial sum problem and the prefix sumproblem, in the prefix
sum problem the query always starts at the beginning and in the partial sum problem
the queries are for an arbitrary interval.

In our solution we will use a data structure similar to segment trees ([9]). Seg-
ment trees represent a method for storing set of intervals. For instance, we havem
intervals withn unique starting or ending points. The segment tree is then anefficient
data structure for storing those intervals and answering queries over which of them
intervals spans the query interval. Formally, letS denote a set ofm intervals with
n unique starting and ending points. LetZi be a starting or ending point for an in-
terval inS. Let U be our universe whereU = {Z1, Z2, ..., Zn} given thatZi−1 <

Zi where1 < i ≤ n. The leaves in the segment tree correspond to the intervals:
(−∞, Z1) , [Z1, Z1] ; (Z1, Z2) , [Z2, Z2] ; ...;
(Zn, +∞) as shown in Fig. 1.1.

Z< < <1
Z 2 Z 3

Z 1

( ,ZZ 32
)[ ,ZZ 22

]( ,ZZ 21
) [ ,ZZ 33

](- 8,Z 1) ( 8,Z 3 )[ ,ZZ 11
]

< Z 3<

Z 2<

Figure 1.1: An example of a segment tree.

An internal node represents the interval of the tree rooted at it and it also stores the
information about the interval of its left subtree. The interval of the node is the union
of the intervals of its children. Each node (and a leaf) contains a list of pointers to
previously inserted intervals that completely cover the interval of the node but not the
interval of the node’s parent. During the insertion of the intervalI, the pointer to the
intervalI is inserted in a nodeN ’s list, if all children of N have their corresponding
intervals withinI and the parent ofN does not. Consequently, pointers to an interval
are stored at maximum two nodes on each level of the tree. The segment tree has2n+1
leaves and2n nodes. Since the nodes in the tree have constant number of children the
height of the tree isO (log n). This is also the complexity of an insertion and a query.
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3 Solution

Our solution is a modified segment tree ([9]). In our data structure, Advanced Segment
Tree (AST), each node represents one time interval. Every node in the tree consists
of the interval it represents, pointers to each of the node’schildren, and two values
(described more thoroughly further down).

The interval to which the root corresponds isM . LetL denote the number of levels
that the data structure consists of. All nodes on levell have time intervals of the same
size and they do not intersect. They follow consecutively one another. This means that
the union of all intervals on levell is M . Each level has a divisor that tells the number
of children that a node on that particular level has. The divisors are gathered up from
the root to the leaves in a setX = {X1, X2, ..., XL−1}, whereX1 is the number of the
root’s children. The divisorXl does not only tell the number of children that a node
has, but also the size of the interval|Ml| on levell:

|Ml| =

{

|M | i = 1
|Ml−1|

Xl
1 < l ≤ L

(1)

Consequently the number of nodes on levell is

nl =

{

1 l = 1
∏l−1

i=1
Xi 1 < l ≤ L .

(2)

and the number of leaves of the complete data structure is

n = nL =

L−1
∏

i=1

Xi . (3)

The divisorsXi must be set so thatg = |M|
n

, wheren is defined in eq. (3) and
whereg is the time granularity (size of the leaves). Hence, the choices of|M |, g, L,
n andX are related. For instance, choosing|M | to be a prime number makes the tree
consist of only two levels, the top and the leaf level. We get the simplest tree when
|M | = 2L · g, i.e. X = {Xl | Xl = 2, for 0 < l < L}. Note that the fundamentals
of the data structure do not change if the values of the divisors change. There will
however be a deterioration in performance for each added level. The tree is only built
once and therefore the tree is always perfectly balanced. There is a difference between
the segment tree and our data structure regarding the leaves. In the segment tree there
is a leaf for the open interval,(Xi−1, Xi), as well as the closed interval,[Xi, Xi], but
in our data structure leaves represent semi-open intervals(Xi, Xi+1]. To describe our
data structure we use the following notation:

• Let N denote “the current node” during a description of a traversal of the tree.
Let NL denote the leftmost child ofN , andNR the rightmost child.

• Each node,N , stores the intervalIN = [SN , EN ] that the node subtends.

• Each node,N , stores the amount of bandwidth,nvN , that was reserved over
exactly the whole intervalIN .
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• Each nodeN also stores the maximum value of reserved bandwidth excluding
the valuenvN on the intervalIN . This maximum value is denoted asmvN .

#define Split {2,2,2,2,2,3,2,2,2,3,2,2}
#define MaxSplit 3
typedef struct NODE {

interval type Interval;
int node value;
int max value;
struct NODE *Children[MaxSplit];

} AST type;

Algorithm 1.1: Advance Tree Definitions in C

In Fig. 1.2 is given an example of how to make the data structure subtending a 32-
day month, withg representing5 minutes. All nodes have2 or 3 children in order to
have the wanted interval sizes. Hence, in Fig. 1.2X = {2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2}.

Fig. 1.3 presents an example of a bandwidth utility graph. The graph shows the
amount of bandwidth that is reserved over time. In Fig. 1.4 weare showing the values
in the tree corresponding to the example graph from Fig. 1.3.Fig. 1.4, also shows how
mv is calculated.

8 h

4 days

2 days

1 day ( 24 h )

16 days

32 days

8 days

5 min

10 min

20 min

60 min

120 min / 2 h

00.00 - 01.00

00.00 - 00.10

00.00 - 00.20

00.00 - 02.00

00.00 - 00.05

8 h

4 h

00.00 - 08.00

00.00 - 04.00

Time

Figure 1.2: An example of the data structure.

To describe the operations from Definition 1.1 we use the datastructure formally
defined in Algorithm 1.1. We start by describing the function
MaxReserved(N, IQ).
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Time
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Figure 1.3: Bandwidth - Time graph.

• If the interval of nodeN satisfiesIQ = IN (i.e. SN = SQ andEN = EQ) then
nvN + mvN is returned as the result.

• If IQ is entirely contained within the interval of childNC of N , then the returned
value will be:nvN+ MaxReserved(NC , IQ).

• If IQ spans the intervals of more than one child ofN , IQ is divided into one part
for each of them children ofN which intervalsIQ at least partially spans - i.e.
IQi

= IQ ∩ INCi
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m whereIQ1

is the leftmost interval andINC1
is

the interval of the leftmost child ofN that has an interval that at least partially
spansIQ. The Fig. 1.5 illustrates the split ofIQ into smaller intervals.

The returned value will be

max
1≤i≤m

(MaxReserved(NCi, IQi))

and it can be more efficiently computed as:

max ( MaxReserved(NC1, IQ1) ,

max
1<i<m

(nvNCi
+ mvNCi

) ,

MaxReserved(NCm, IQm) )

(4)

In Fig. 1.6 an insertion of a reservation ofBR units of bandwidth is shown. The
figure also shows which nodes will be touched when aMaxReserved function is in-
voked with the same query interval. TheMaxReserved function is formally defined in
Algorithm 1.2.
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Time

nv = 10
mv = =250max(50+200,0+220)

nv = 50
mv = =200max(60+90,120+80)

nv = 0
mv = =220max(0+30,20+200)

nv = 60
mv = 90

nv = 120
mv = 80

90
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

30
0

200
0

80
0

nv = 0
mv = 30

nv = 20
mv = 200

Figure 1.4: An example showing values in the data structure.

The function Insert(N, {IR, BR}) works in a similar way as the
MaxReserved function.Insert must also verify that the inserted reservation does not
result in an over-reservation of bandwidth. This verification can be done by making
the reservation, then performing aMaxReserved(N, IR) query, and finally comparing
with the maximum reservable bandwidth on the link. If an over-reservation occurs the
reservation must be removed. More efficient is to let theInsert function perform the
check during its execution. We will describe the recursiveInsert function without
integration ofMaxReserved functionality, which inclusion is trivial and is shown in
Section 3.2.2.

• If the interval of nodeN satisfies thatIR = IN (i.e. SN = SR andEN = ER),
thennvN is increased byBR.

• If IR is entirely contained within the interval of one childNC of N , then the
functionInsert(NC , {IR, BR}) is called and when it returns themvN is up-
dated according to the equation

mvN = max
1≤i≤k

(nvCi + mvCi) , (5)

wherek is the number of children thatN has.

• If IR spans the intervals of more than one child ofN , IR is divided exactly as the
query interval into one part for each of them children ofN which intervalsIR at
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N
C1

N
C5

NC2 NC3 NC4N
C

N

IQ IQ
2

IQ
3

IQ
4

IQ
5

IQ
1

N
C

I N
C1

I NC2
I NC3
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Figure 1.5: An example showing a split of an interval (circles represent nodes and
rectangles represent intervals).

least partially spans - i.e.IRi
= IR∩INCi

, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. TheInsert function
is called once for each of them childrenNCi, Insert(NCi, {IRi

, BR}), 1 ≤
i ≤ m. When the calls return, themvN is updated as shown in eq. (5).

In Fig. 1.6 an insertion of a reservation and the calculationof the newnv’s andmv’s
are shown. TheInsert function is formally defined in Algorithm 1.3.

The Delete(N, {IR, BR}) is implemented as a call ofInsert with BR

negated, Algorithm 1.4.
TheInsert function as well as theMaxReserved function only traverses the tree

twice from the top to the bottom. Once for the rightmost part of the intervalIQ and once
for the leftmost part. For the middle part of the interval therecursion never goes deeper
than1 level. The update of themv values is done during the traversal so no further work
is needed. For a tree where every node only has two children, both functions will touch
at the most4 · (lg n)−7 nodes. For a tree with other divisors the constants are different
but still the running time remainsO(log n). Even if the check for over-reservations is
implemented as a separate call to theMaxReserved function the running time remains
within O(log n).

Theorem 1.1 The running time for all operations solving the bandwidth reservation
problem as defined in Definition 1.1 and using AST, isO(log n).

3.1 Implicit data structure

The obvious way to implement our data structure is to use pointers between the nodes.
Since our data structure is built only once and the nodes never change, it is possible to
store the data structure in an implicit way in an array. In an implicit data structure the
positions of the nodes are implicitly defined. We use the setX , which tells the number
of children each node has on levell (see eq. (1)), to compute the positions of the nodes.
Once the array is built we can useX to calculate the index of the node instead of using
pointers to traverse the tree. To calculateδl, the number of nodes on levell and above,
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Figure 1.6: An example showing an insertion in the data structure.

we get from eq. (3):

δl =







1 l = 1
l

∑

j=2

(

j−1
∏

i=1

Xi

)

+ 1 1 < l ≤ L
(6)

We index the elements in the array from1 to δL and order the nodes level by level
(cf. standard heap order). Consequently, the index of the first element on levell, is the
number of nodes in the tree on all previous levels, plus1, i.e. δl−1 + 1. We store these
values in vectorσ.

The number of nodes between the node with the indexN on levell and the first
node on levell is given byN − σl. The number of nodes between the first node on
level l + 1 andN ’s first child is given by(N − σl) · Xk. The index of the first node
on levell + 1 is given byσl+1. The number of children thatN has isXl henceN ’s
children indexesγ are:

γ = σl+1 + (N − σl) · Xl + c, for 0 ≤ c < Xl (7)
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By using an array instead of using pointers we save the memoryfor two pointers per
node. The execution will be faster due to one memory probe less since vectorsX and
σ will be in cache.

3.2 Improvements

In this section we describe some performance improvements which should be seen as
hints to an implementer of our data structure.

3.2.1 Choice of the intervals

The idea is, to make proper choices about the intervals to improve the running time of
the functions. The choices to be made are regarding the duration as well as starting
times and ending times. If we are dealing with man made reservations we observe:

• Granularity:
People will make reservations during times that are logicalto them, hence the
smallest interval can be1 minute,5 minutes,30 minutes,1 hour and so on,
depending on the application.

• Starting points:
All interval sizes in the tree should be whole minute intervals. For instance, if an
interval of15 minutes should be divided, the divisor2 is not a proper choice since
the children will then have an interval size of7.5 minutes and those children will
in turn be divided to3.75 minutes, which both will rarely occur. The divisor3 is
in this example a more suitable divisor, which will make the15 minutes interval
divided in3 intervals of size5 minutes each.

• Size of intervals:
If an interval is estimated to be more likely than another, use the more likely
choice. For instance, if a24 hour day is going to be divided, the divisors2 and
3 seem like good choices. If we estimate that it is more likely that reservations
of 8 hours will occur rather than12 hours, due to the fact that a working day of
humans is8 hours, the divisor3 should be chosen. This choice is however only
an improvement if it makes the starting time and the ending time of the interval
the same as the working hours.

An example of a tree divided with respect to humans are shown in Fig. 1.2.

3.2.2 Early rejection

The sooner we can detect that a reservation will not fit, due tothe fact that there is not
enough bandwidth left to reserve, the better. In the description of theInsert function
we assumed that the check is done independently of the insertion. In this section we
give some hints how to incorporate the check into theInsert function
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Inclusion of check within insertion

In order not to reserve more bandwidth than can be delivered the Insert function
has to check for over-reservations. One way to do this is whentheInsert function
discovers that there will be an over-reservation, the recursion stops, and undo of the
insertions in the nodes so far is performed. Another way is that the recursion stops,
marks the current node, and then a clean up function is calledwith the same arguments
as theInsert function before. The clean up function can be implemented asaDelete
function that only deletes the values up to the marked node and then stops. The second
approach gives simpler code, fewer boolean checks, and therefore is also somewhat
faster.

Order of traversal

The probability that a new reservation will not fit within thereservable bandwidth is
somehow bigger at larger intervals. Hence during the recursion, if an interval has to
be divided into smaller parts, the recursion first follows the largest interval of the edge
parts of the interval, that ismax

(

IQ1
, IQrightmost

)

(see Fig. 1.5).

3.2.3 Locality

Since our tree is spanning a large time interval, we can assume that there will be some
form of locality in the reservations and queries made. The locality gives additional im-
provements due to the fact that parts of generated data used during previous operations
is already in the cache (cf. cache-aware data structures [1–3]) For our data structure we
have developed a method of start the traversal of the tree inside the tree and not always
from the top. In order to do that we need to find the lowest node that spans both the
last interval,ILast and the current interval,ICurrent, that is the lowest node that spans
the intervalIMerged = [min (SLast, SCurrent) , max (ELast, ECurrent)]. This can be
achieved by using the setX and a table of|Ml| (eq. (1)). The operations on our data
structure collect information from the top node and down andwe need to maintain this
information even when starting from the inside of the tree. This is done by using a stack
in which all accumulatednv’s are stored during the recursion down to the uppermost
node in whichILast was divided. When, for instance, querying the intervalICurrent,
we do a binary search among the(L = O (log n)) levels in the stack to find the level,l,
that has a node,N , spaningIMerged. Then the recursion starts inN with the start-nv

from levell in the stack. The running time of the search forN is O(log log n).

Similar results

There is a resemblance between the searching in this data structure and a repeated
search in a B-tree. Guiba et al. ([7]) have proposed an algorithm to traverse a B-
tree without always having to start from the top node. They are using a lot of fingers
(pointers) between nodes in the tree and a special search pattern. They use the search
pattern to find the lowest common ancestor. If the node to find is to the right of the last
node the pattern will be:
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• “go to right neighbour”, “go to father” and so on.

If the next node is to the left of the last node the pattern is:

• “go to left neighbour”, “go to father” and so on.

Since in our operations the node value needs to be accumulated from the root and down
on the search path, Guiba et. al.’s proposal can not be directly used in our case. Further,
the idea to perform a binary search on the complete path from the root to a given node
is not new and was already employed in [6].

3.2.4 Time goes

In our modified segment tree the nodes are not moved into new positions and new nodes
are not inserted, neither are nodes in the tree deleted. Hence, the time frame of the tree
is static. But as time moves ahead towards the future, more reservations will be inserted
more and more to the right parts of the tree. Eventually the intervals of the reservations
will be so far off into the future that the interval will miss the data structure. A solution
is to make the data structure wrap the spanning interval. Letthe spanning interval of
the data structure be twice as large as is believed to be needed. Then when the current
time passes the first half of the entire interval, the interval is wrapped so that the first
half becomes the third, and so on.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a discrete data structure for reservations of limited resources
over a time-span. The data structure is made with bandwidth reservations on the In-
ternet in mind, but it is quite generic. It can be applied whenever a limited resource
shall be reserved. The data structure proposed has time complexity independent of the
number of reservations made and the size of the interval. We defined three operations
on the data structure;Insert to insert a reservation,Delete to delete a reservation,
andMaxReserved to query how much bandwidth is used during a query interval. The
worst case time complexity of all operations isO(log n). In the second part of the pa-
per we simplified the data structure by making it implicit. Weconclude the paper with
a number of suggestions how to improve the solution.
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bw type MaxReserved(AST type *node,int start, int stop,
int iLevel) {

bw type MaxBelowNode, MaxBelowNode;
int i1;
AST type *pRunningNode;
if (start==node->Interval.Start && stop==node->Interval.End)

return (node->node value + node->max value);
else {

MaxBelowNode = 0;
for (i1=0;i1<Split[iLevel];i1++) {

pRunningNode = node->Children + i1;
if ( start < pRunningNode->Inteval.End ) {

if (pRunningNode->Interval.End < stop) {
MaxBelowChild = MaxReserved(pRunningNode, start,

pRunningNode->Interval.End, iLevel+1);
if ( MaxBelowChild > MaxBelowNode )

MaxBelowNode = MaxBelowChild;
start = pRunningNode->Interval.End;

} else {
MaxBelowChild = MaxReserved(pRunningNode,start,

stop,iLevel+1);
if ( MaxBelowChild > MaxBelowNode )

MaxBelowNode = MaxBelowChild;
break;

}
} /* if */

} /* for */
return( node->node value + MaxBelowNode );

}
}
bw type MaxReserved(AST type Data, interval type I) {

MaxReserved(&Data,I.Start,I.End,0);
}

Algorithm 1.2: Advance Tree MaxReserved in C
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void Insert(AST type *node,int start, int stop,int bandwidth,
int iLevel) {

int ml, mr, i1;
AST type *pRunningNode;
if (start==node->Interval.Start && stop==node->Interval.End)

node->node value = node->node value + bandwidth;
else {

for (i1=0;i1<Split[iLevel];i1++) {
pRunningNode = node->Children + i1;
if ( start < pRunningNode->Inteval.End ) {

if (pRunningNode->Interval.End < stop) {
Insert(pRunningNode, start,

pRunningNode->Interval.End, bandwidth,
iLevel+1);

start = pRunningNode->Interval.End;
} else {

Insert(pRunningNode,start,stop,bandwidth,
iLevel+1);

break;
}

} /* if */
} /* for */
ml = node->max value;
for (;i1>=0;i1--) {

mr = node->Children[i1].node value+
node->Children[i1].max value;

if ( mr>ml )
ml=mr;

}
node->max value=ml;

}
}
void Insert(AST type Data, reservation type R) {

Insert(&Data,R.Interval.Start,R.Interval.End,R.BW,0);
}

Algorithm 1.3: Advance Tree Insertion in C

void Delete(AST type Data, reservation type R) {
Insert(&Data,R.Interval.Start,R.Interval.End,0-R.BW,0,0);

}

Algorithm 1.4: Advance Tree Delete in C
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Abstract

We have designed an agent-based architecture for quantitative service provision-
ing in differentiated services capable networks. For each link-state routing do-
main in the network there is a topology-aware QoS agent (alsoknown as a band-
width broker) responsible for admission control. The architecture provides re-
source reservations for aggregated virtual leased lines between network domains.
In this paper, we present performance measurements for resource provisioning in
a prototype QoS agent. This includes an evaluation of two data structures for ad-
vance reservations and accompanying algorithms. We also compare the cost for
on-demand route computations with pre-computation of routes. The objective in
this paper is to evaluate the performance of end-to-end admission control within
a single link-state routing domain. In a domain with 15 routers, 28 transition net-
works and 64 stub networks, our prototype performs approximately 25 000 end-to-
end admission decisions per second. The results show that anordinary PC can be
used for running a QoS agent that performs path-sensitive admission control and
maintains per-link resource reservations in a link-state routing domain.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, the Internet was used by a homogeneous groupof users running elastic
applications that could adapt well to varying network performance. Then, it was suf-
ficient to provide one single service class known as best-effort service. In the Internet
today, there are users with different demands for service quality (e.g., business users,
home entertainment users, etc). Also, there is a wide range of applications that require
various levels of network performance. Interactive real-time applications (e.g., Internet
telephony, multimedia conferencing, etc.) require low round-trip delay and a minimum
throughput to work well. It is hard to determine a single level of service to fit all users
and applications in terms of price and performance. Multi-level service differentiation
can be an aid to meet these new demands.

There have been many proposals based on introducing per-flowreservations in the
network to provide quality of service. For the Internet, a well known approach is the

∗Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå,
Sweden
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IETF standards for Integrated Services in routers [7, 21] and the end-to-end reservation
setup protocol RSVP [4]. These proposals result in per-flow state in network nodes
along the path of the flow. An advantage with such an approach is that fine-grain
service agreements can be supported by having per-flow packet scheduling in routers.
However, it has been argued that these models are too complexand do not scale well
enough to be used in the backbone of the Internet [12].

This has resulted in a new approach being taken in the IETF, known asdifferentiated
services[2]. The guideline is to provide scalable QoS support by having no per-flow
state in routers. The basic idea is that IP packet headers include a small label (known
as thediffservfield) that identifies the service (per-hop behavior) they should be given
by the routers. Core routers are configured with a few per-hopbehaviors and packet
labels are used to map packets into the right service behavior. The architecture relies
on packet markers and policing functions at the edges of the network to ensure that
the services are used according to the service level agreements made with the clients.
Differentiated services may provide a range of services, both qualitative (relatively
defined) andquantitative(absolutely defined).

Qualitative services (better than best-effort) can be provided by only relying on
differentiated services capable routers. To provide quantitative (minimum expectation
service), however, resources must be administrated by separate mechanisms to make
sure that the service commitments can be met. This can be arranged either manually
through network managers or automatically through admission control units. Service
agreements involving a minimum expected level of service must involve some kind of
admission control to make sure that there are sufficient resources available in the net-
work to meet the agreements. Admission control gives the provider an opportunity to
reject service to new clients so that those already granted admission obtain committed
service.

In earlier work [17, 18], we have designed a QoS architecturethat can providevir-
tual leased linesover differentiated services by performing admission control in agents
(also known asbandwidth brokers). For each routing domain in the network there is a
QoS agent responsible for admission control in the domain. We have shown that path-
sensitive admission control can be supported with favorable scalability properties. This
is because reservation state for virtual leased lines is aggregated in agents as their paths
merge towards the destination domains. Each agent along thepath performs admission
control within its own domain and aggregates several commitments into one commit-
ment (per destination domain) with the downstream agent. Consequently, reservations
form sink trees towards destination domains.

Path-sensitive admission control is possible as each QoS agent knows the topology
and static link resources in its domain. The agent is an end-system that is configured
for passively participating in a link-state routing protocol (OSPF) where each partic-
ipating router has an identical topological database over the domain. Agents retrieve
link properties, such as static bandwidths, by querying routers seen in the topological
database. For this, we use a network management protocol (SNMP). Agents use the re-
source map to perform admission control in their domain. Admission requests contain
the bandwidth to be reserved, a source and a destination address prefix.
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1.1 Scope and layout

In this paper we present a prototype implementation of a QoS agent and focus on ob-
taining performance measures for admission control withina single link-state routing
domain. The prototype includes functionality for:

• obtaining a topological database through the link-state routing protocol,

• obtaining link bandwidths through SNMP,

• performing path-sensitive end-to-end admission control within a single link-state
routing domain.

Our evaluation focus on the following performance measures:

• Single-hop admission decision speed. This includes comparing the admission
decision speed of two data structures for advance reservations. We compare
their sensitivity to the total number of reservations, the maximum book-ahead
time, the length of the requested durations, etc.

• Multi-hop admission decision speed. In addition, this includes comparing the
time for routing decisions when paths are computed on-demand or pre-computed.
We also evaluate the protocol processing cost for receivingadmission requests
over the network.

Our prototype support both immediate and advance reservations. Immediate reser-
vations start as soon they are granted and are open-ended (i.e., clients may hold on
to them as long as they like). Advance reservations are time-limited (i.e., they have a
starting time and a finishing time). We use peak bandwidth as the quality-of-service
metric for virtual leased line service. Other metrics such as delay and packet loss are
not specified in admission requests. Instead, it is the responsibility of the provider (i.e.,
the owner of the QoS agent) to configure schedulers and to provision resources so that
acceptable service is obtained in the traffic class for virtual leased lines.

The paper is organized as follows. In section Sect. 2, we motivate the need for
advance admission control. In section Sect. 3, we introducetwo data structures for
advance admission control. In section Sect. 4, we describe immediate admission con-
trol. In section Sect. 5, we describe the prototype setup andexperimental environment.
In section Sect. 6, we evaluate single-hop admission control. In section Sect. 8, we
evaluate multiple-hop admission control (including the cost for route calculation). In
section Sect. 9, we evaluate the cost of request/reply transactions. In section Sect. 10,
we present related work and finally we conclude the paper.

2 Resource provisioning over time

In the telephone network, admission control is performed aswe initiate a call by dial-
ing a number. Once admitted, clients know that they have sufficient quality for voice
communication and that they may hold on to the call as long as they like.
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This service model may not be appropriate for the Internet. First, there is a new
set of real-time applications involving many users. Carrying out sessions (e.g., con-
ferences, lectures, games, etc.) with these applications often require a certain degree
of planning so that the participants are attending at the same time. Booking network
resources should be part of this planning. It is unfortunateif a planned event has to be
canceled with late notice because it turns out there are insufficient network resources
at the time.

Second, there is an increasing demand for long-term provisioning of trunk network
capacity. This is often provided through virtual leased lines and virtual private net-
works. These services today involve tunneling and manual configuration of routers
along the paths. There is a demand for having automated setupof such services. Trunk
bandwidth contracts generally involve planning of networkresources over time (e.g.,
time-limited contracts, various bandwidths at different times of the day etc.). It is
reasonable that admission requests can include timing information to allow this. We
believe that the need for advance negotiation and time-limited contracts is especially
desirable in the network core when providers negotiate QoS contracts between each
other.

In our work we meet the demands for planning network resources over time by ex-
ploring support for advance reservations. In addition to the traditional so-calledimme-
diateadmission control (where no timing information is included) we provideadvance
admission control. Advance admission control allows clients to plan their activities
provided they give a duration (i.e., a starting point and a finishing point) of the service
level agreement. This also allows providers to schedule their resources over time and
predict when the total capacity will be insufficient.
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Figure 2.1: Advance reservations in a time-bandwidth domain

3 Advance admission control

In our model, advance admission control is two-dimensionalproblem involving band-
width and time. Admission control can be seen as fitting boxes(i.e., rectangles) in a
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Figure 2.2: A binary search tree over time

two-dimensional time-bandwidth diagram (figure 2.1). For this we have implemented
two data structures supporting continuous or slotted time.

3.1 Continuous or slotted time

The overhead for advance reservations depend on whether we use continuous time or
slotted time. With continuous time, we allow reservations to start and end at any time.
With slotted time, we enforce a minimum granularity on the starting and finishing
times. Slotted time allows more aggregation of reservationstate. This results in faster
admission decisions and less memory usage.

In our experiments we have used two data structures. The firstone (section 3.2),
supports continuous time for reservations, but benefits from having slotted time. The
second data structure (section 3.3), relies on having slotted time. Below we give a
short overview of the two data structures and accompanying algorithms used in our
experiments.

3.2 A binary search tree over time

The first data structure is a binary search tree over time. Every reservation is repre-
sented by two nodes in the tree: one for the starting time and one for the finishing time.
The node at the starting time contains a positive bandwidthdeltaand the node at the
finishing time contains a corresponding negative bandwidthdelta. If there are several
reservations starting or finishing at the same time, the sum of bandwidth deltas is stored
in a node representing that point in time.

To obtain efficient admission decisions, we have added some information to the
nodes (figure 2.2). First, the aggregate bandwidth reservedin the left subtree (ltot)
is stored in each node. This value is updated as new elements are inserted in the left
subtree. Second, there are links (dashed arrows) to the closest right neighbor in the tree
so that the list of consecutive nodes in time can be obtained starting from any point in
time.
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The admission decision involves a binary search to find the starting time of the
requested duration. In this traversal, the total aggregatebandwidth reserved in left
children is computed (i.e., for each step to a right child, the aggregate bandwidth of
no-traversed left children is updated). Thus, as the starting time is found, the total ag-
gregate bandwidth reserved at that time is known. Admissioncontrol involves a linear
search through the requested duration. At each point of change, the total aggregate is
updated by adjusting for the delta. At each positive delta, we check whether the total
aggregate plus the new requested bandwidth is still below the link bandwidth.

The complexity for finding or inserting a given time in this data structure is on
averageO(log(n)), wheren is the number of nodes in the tree. The complexity for
searching through the duration spanned by a new request isO(m), wherem is the
number of nodes in the requested duration. Thus, the complexity of admission control
is O(m + log(n)). However, when slotted time is used,n is bound by the total number
of slots andm is bound by the length of the duration divided by the granularity of slots
(i.e., by the number of time slots spanned by the requested duration).

3.3 A segment tree over time

The second data structure, described in [14], is based on Segment Trees. Each node
contains a time frame (duration) and the amount of reserved bandwidth during that time
frame. The time frame of the top node equals the whole period of time that is covered
for advance reservations. Each time frame is recursively divided into smaller, equally
sized, time frames. The time frame of each leaf is equal to onetime slot. Thus, the
height of the tree is decided by the time frame of the top node,the branching degree,
and the granularity of the leaf nodes.

Each node stores the aggregate bandwidth of all reservations spanning over the
whole time frame represented by the node. This value is denoted thenode value. Each
node also stores the maximum sum of node values in any of the branches (i.e., paths)
below the current node. This value is denoted themax value. An admission request can
be viewed as a block with a given duration that falls through the data structure (figure
2.3). The admission operation is performed as follows.

• If the duration of the falling block is within the time frame of the node, the block
falls through to the level below.

• If the duration of the block intercepts with the time frames of two or more nodes
at a given level, the block is split at the interception points before it falls to the
next level.

• However, if the duration of a block fits perfectly within a time frame of a node
(before or after a split) it does not fall further.

While a block falls through, the bandwidth reserved at the levels it falls through are
added up. When a block fits perfectly in the time frame of the current node, the admis-
sion decision for that block is made. This is done by adding the reserved bandwidth
in the fallen through levels, the bandwidth reserved in the current node, the max value
of the children of the current node, and the bandwidth requested by the falling block.
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Figure 2.3: A segment tree before and after insertion
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If this sum is smaller than the link bandwidth, the request can be granted (for a sub-
duration) and inserted.

The details of the operations as well as some optimizations are found in [14]. All
operations can be performed in constant time, i.e., they areindependent of the number
of reservations stored in the tree. The time depends, however, on the number of time
slots and the length of the requested duration (see section Sect. 6).

4 Immediate admission control

Immediate reservations are open ended (i.e., they start immediately and can be held
on to by clients as long as they like). Admission control for immediate reservations
is performed by recording the aggregate bandwidth of all immediate reservations. In
addition, admission control looks ahead a short period of time into the advance reser-
vation state to find out about resources needed for advance reservations in the near
future. The lookahead time depends on how much bandwidth that is requested for each
advance reservation and the amount of bandwidth per time-unit that is returned by im-
mediate reservations ending. In most cases the lookahead time is much shorter than the
average duration of a reservation. This issue is covered in [17].

An admission decision is taken by adding the requested bandwidth to the aggre-
gate of current immediate reservations. Then, the lookahead interval is checked for
sufficient resources so that both advance reservations and immediate reservations can
be served. This operation is similar to performing advance admission for the looka-
head duration, with the exception that granted bandwidth isadded to the aggregate
immediate reservations instead of being recorded as an advance reservation. Since
the lookahead time is relatively short, immediate admission decisions are on average
performed faster than advance admissions.

5 Prototype Setup

5.1 Framework

We have implemented a prototype agent as an application program for the FreeBSD
2.2.6 operating system. All experimental results presented in this paper are obtained
when running the software on an Intel Pentium II, 300 MHz PC, with 128 MB of mem-
ory. The machine is configured as a passive router to obtain the topological database
for its link-state routing domain (i.e., the machine does not advertise any routes but it
receives link-state advertisements from other routers). For this, we use the OSPF [13]
implementation as provided in thegated3.5.8 distribution [6]. Link bandwidths are
collected by an agent from the routers by using SNMP [9].

5.2 Topology

The prototype runs in the network at Luleå University of Technology. The OSPF do-
main comprises 15 routers, 28 transit networks, and 64 stub networks. Transit networks
and stub networks are mostly 100 Mb/s or 10 Mb/s Ethernets that may be switched or
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hubbed internally. To OSPF, the transit networks are perceived as clouds interconnect-
ing at least two routers while stub networks connect one router to a number of end
systems. The bandwidths available for admission control are determined by the speed
of the interfaces at the routers (as found through SNMP).

The domain is flat (i.e., there are no OSPF sub-areas) and therefore one agent can
perform admission control within the whole domain. In a larger OSPF domain with
sub-areas, each sub-area would have an admission control agent (i.e., there would be a
two level hierarchy).

6 Evaluation of single-hop admission control speed

We have performed experiments by using both the binary search tree (section 3.2)
and the segment tree (section 3.3). Here we present performance measurements only
for advance admission control. This is because immediate admission control is a less
demanding special case of advance admission control. (section Sect. 4). The tests are
performed by generating a large number of requests that go through admission decision
as fast as possible. Granted requests are not cancelled or removed, because advance
reservations automatically time out when their duration expires. Also, the computa-
tional cost for removing reservations is less than or equal to the cost of performing
new admission decisions. We present our results in figures where each plotted point is
obtained by averaging over1 000 consecutive admission decisions.

Figure 2.4 shows the admission decision time when performing admission control
over a single link where there are up to approximately800 000 granted reservations
spread over 30 days. The following parameters are used in this example:

• the link speed is 100 Mb/s,

• each request asks for a bandwidth of exactly 64 kb/s (we have chosen a small
value to obtain a large number of reservations),

• requested durations are uniformly distributed in [20..180] minutes,

• requested starting times are uniformly distributed over 30days (i.e.,43 200 min-
utes),

• time is slotted with a granularity of five minutes.

In this case, it is clear that advance admission decisions onaverage can be per-
formed in less than10µs when using the search tree implementation and less than7µs

when using the segment tree implementation. These results are for admission decisions
over a single link (including decision time and storage time). When a reservation in-
volves several hops, the corresponding time will be spent for admission decision over
each hop.

6.1 Dependence on the number of rejections

In figure 2.5, we show that resources are reserved up to and above the point where we
have rejections. The knee shows at which number of reservations we start getting re-
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Figure 2.4: Admission decision speed for a single link
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Figure 2.5: Rejections for a single link

jections. From figure 2.4, it is clear that admission decision speed changes when there
is a large number of rejections. In the binary search tree, admission decisions are taken
before the corresponding reservations are stored. Also, each admission decision ends
as soon as a point of insufficient resources is found. Therefore, the admission decision
time decreases when there are rejections. In the segment tree, traversed segments are
updated as an admission decision proceeds along a branch of the tree. If there is a
rejection, the reservation state has to be restored. Therefore, execution time increases
when there are rejections. The major difference is explained by the way we have de-
signed our operations. There is a choice between optimizingeither for fast acceptance
or for fast rejection.

6.2 Dependence on the number of reservations

It is somewhat surprising that the binary search tree appears to have an almost constant
execution time (figure 2.4). Intuitively, the execution time should have anO(log(n))
component for finding the starting time and anO(m) component for admission deci-
sion through the requested duration, wheren is the number of nodes in the tree and
m is the number of nodes in the requested duration. However, these effects are visible
only in the range of very few reservations (e.g.,< 10 000). As the number of reserva-
tions grow large, the data structure grows to a maximum number of nodes. In this case
there are never more than8 640 nodes in the tree. This is because there are8 640 slots
of five minutes in a period of 30 days. Once the tree has reachedthe maximum number
of nodes, each set of admission requests will on average takethe same time even if
the total number of reservations increase. Thus, aggregation of reservation state results
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in both data structures having execution times that are independent of the number of
reservations stored (when the number of reservations is reasonably large).

6.3 Dependence on insertion order

The segment tree is always fully balanced independently of the insertion order. The
search tree, on the other hand, may get unbalanced if the requested durations are or-
dered. In the worst case (i.e., when insertions are totally ordered), all nodes in the
structure must be traversed. In our experiments here presented, the requested durations
are generated randomly with equal probability over time. Thus, the search tree is well
balanced. If requested durations sweep over time (e.g., if most reservations are made
one day ahead while current time moves forward), the search tree will tend to be filled
from the left hand side to the right hand side. Consequently,the tree would have to be
re-balanced.

6.4 Dependence on the reservable time frame

The search time depends on the total number of slots (i.e., nodes) stored in the data
structure. This number is determined by the reservable timeframe, divided by the slot
size. Using a slot size of five minutes, figure 2.6 shows how thesearch time depends
on the reservable time frame. We measure the average admission decision time over
granted requests only.

For both data structures, the search time is inO(log(n)), wheren is the total num-
ber of slots. However, the constants for admission decisionover the given durations
are smaller for the segment tree.
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Figure 2.6: Decision time and reservable time frame

6.5 Dependence on the length of requested durations

The number of time-slots spanned by a requested duration is directly proportional to
the length of that duration. In the search tree implementation, there is a linear search
through the time slots spanned by the duration. This resultsin admission decision time
for the search tree being directly proportional to the length of the requested duration,
as verified in figure 2.7. (the curve represents the average admission time for a large
number of requests having a particular average duration)
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The segment tree shows a logarithmic curve (figure 2.7). The reason for this is that
longer durations are more likely to be split at several levels of the tree (see section 3.3).
There is some computational cost associated with each split. The worst case is that
each end of the falling block is split exactly once at each level of the tree (where the
top level is excluded). Thus the worst case is2 ∗ (d − 1) splits, whered is the depth
of the tree. As described in section 3.3, the depth is inO(log(n)), wheren is the total
number of slots in tree.

6.6 Memory requirement

Our segment tree implementation has one leaf per time slot. The branching degree is
configurable (individually for each level). Assuming the worst case, i.e., a binary tree,
there is a total of2n − 1 nodes, wheren is the number of time slots spanned. Each
node contains one pointer to where the children are stored and four integers (start time,
stop time, node value, max of children). Assuming four bytesper pointer and four
bytes per integer, each node requires 20 bytes. When spanning 30 days using 5 minute
slots (i.e., when there is a total of8 640 time slots), the memory requirement adds up to
(2∗8 640−1)∗20 = 345 580 bytes. A higher branching degree decreases the memory
requirement.

The search tree implementation requires one node per time slot in the worst case.
In the current implementation, each node contains four pointers (left child, right child,
next, previous) and four integers (time, aggregation count, aggregated bandwidth delta,
bandwidth of left child). This means that each node takes 32 bytes. For8 640 time slots,
this adds up to8 640 ∗ 32 = 276 480 bytes. However, by allocating the pointers in a
chunk and have one pointer to that chunk (as we did in the segment tree implementa-
tion), we would need only 20 bytes per node. Then, the total memory requirement for
8 640 time slots would be8 640 ∗ 20 = 172 800 bytes. Note also that the search tree
requires less memory if there are few reservations.

6.7 Discussion

Our experiments show that the segment tree generally has better performance than the
search tree. The segment tree is the best choice for large backbone links where there
is a large number of requests with long durations (e.g., for reserving trunk bandwidth).
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In addition, the segment tree is insensitive to insertion order. The drawbacks of the
segment tree are that it requires slotted time and that is uses more memory. Having
slotted time seems natural for advance reservations and should not be a problem. The
higher memory consumption for the segment tree might be hardto motivate for narrow
bandwidth links where there can only be a few reservations atany time. In that case,
the search tree implementation is more efficient.

The segment tree must be pre-configured for covering a certain period of time (e.g.,
by having a different tree for each month). The search tree, on the other hand, can
continuously adapt as time proceeds (with the risk of havingto be re-balanced).

7 Routing calculations

Our architecture requires that link-state routing is used in agent domains. The server
on which the agent is running participates in the routing protocol to obtain the topolog-
ical database for the domain. Our prototype runs OSPF as implemented in thegated
distribution.

The following basic functionality is part of OSPF [13]. EachOSPF node main-
tains an identical database describing the topology of the domain. From this database,
a routing table is calculated by constructing a shortest-path tree. OSPF recalculates
routes quickly in the face of topological changes, generating small amounts of routing
protocol traffic. In an OSPF domain, each router generates its routing table from this
graph by calculating a tree of shortest paths with the routeritself as root. Obviously,
the shortest-path tree depends on the router doing the calculation. The tree gives the
entire path to any destination network or host in the domain.In routers, however, only
the next hop to the destination is used in the forwarding process. As a result, packets
sent from a node will follow the paths found in the shortest-path tree of that node.

An admission control agent must be able to calculate shortest-path trees starting at
any router in the domain. For this, we use a modified Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm
(i.e., with a binary heap implementation for the priority queue).

8 Evaluation of multi-hop admission control speed

End-to-end admission control within a link-state routing domain involves finding the
path between the end points and performing an admission decision over each hop in
the path. Here, we compare the cost for on-demand route calculations (i.e., performed
for each admission request) with the cost for accessing pre-calculated routes.

We evaluate the average time to process an admission requestwithin the topology
used at Lule University of Technology (section 5.2). For theend-to-end admission
requests generated, the average number of hops is3.2. In these experiments, admis-
sion control includes both finding the shortest-path and performing admission decisions
over each hop in the shortest path. In our implementation, admission decisions are per-
formed for each router interface along the path, i.e., twicefor each intermediate hop
and once for each of the two end hops. A path ofh hops therefore involves2 ∗ (h− 1)
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Figure 2.8: Admission decision speed within the LTU domain
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Figure 2.9: Admission rejections within the LTU domain

admission decisions. An average path of3.2 hops, as in our experimental domain,
involves4.4 admission decisions.

8.1 On-demand route computation

Figure 2.8, shows the performance when routes are computed on-demand. As shown
in section??, the time needed for admission decisions per-link in the segment tree
is at most7µs. Thus, the average time spent for admission decisions over apath is
4.4 ∗ 7 ≈ 31µs. Approximately20µs) is spent on shortest path first calculations to
find out which links are involved in the request. The remaining 9µs is overhead for
traversing the computed path.

In figure 2.9, we show that resources are reserved up to the point where we have
rejections. From figure 2.8, it is again clear that the admission control speed does not
suffer from having a large number of rejections.

We have implemented multi-hop admission control using a one-pass mechanism
with cleanup. We reserve resources hop-by-hop and if there is a rejection at one hop,
we reset the reservations at all previous hops. Since rejections on average happens
halfway to the destinations, a rejection means setting up reservations along half the
way and then tearing down those reservations. This is about the same cost as setting up
a successful reservation end-to-end. In fact, when there isan extreme load of requests
the rejection is likely to happen earlier and the average admission control time becomes
shorter. This method is robust and amenable to parallelization. A two-pass solution
where we first check availability along the whole path beforereserving would be faster
when there are many rejections.
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8.2 Pre-computed paths

One way of saving time for route calculations would be to cache the most recently used
shortest-path trees. However, caching works best if there is locality in the reservation
requests. As we currently have no real data indicating locality for resource reservations,
this is left for further studies. Another solution is to pre-compute all shortest path trees.
Then we can save most of the processing time for route calculations.

In figure 2.10, we find that admission control over 4.4 interfaces can be performed
in approximately40µs when routes are pre-computed. The admission decisions take
4.4 ∗ 7 ≈ 31µs and traversing the pre-computed route takes approximately9µs.
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Figure 2.10: Admission speed using pre-computed paths within the LTU domain

8.3 Memory requirement

Storing all pre-computed shortest-path trees in our current implementation involves a
total of n2 nodes, wheren is the number of routers in the domain. Each node in the
shortest-path has two pointers to interface structures andone pointer to the parent node
in the tree. In our example domain with 15 routers, this adds up to 152 ∗ 12 = 2 700
bytes for shortest-path trees.

The 15 routers in the domain have a total of 48 interfaces. Foreach interface, there
is an instance of the reservation data structure. Using segment trees, each instance
requires345 580 bytes when supporting reservations with five minutes granularity over
30 days. The total memory required for all 48 admission control data structures is
therefore48 ∗ 345 580 ≈ 16 200 KB.

By measuring the memory consumption of the prototype agent we obtained a max-
imum of 20 400 KB in this topology (this involves more information about interfaces,
runtime stack, debug strings associated with all objects, etc.).

9 The cost of request-reply transactions

In the experiments presented, admission requests are generated in the computer where
the agent runs. In reality, an agent would receive reservation requests by using a reli-
able communication protocol. For this, we suggest using TCPfor clients making fre-
quent admission requests, and T/TCP [3] for clients making single admission requests.
T/TCP is an extension to TCP for handling short reliable transactions efficiently. In
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T/TCP, clients can establish and close a virtual connectionin the same packet as the re-
quest is sent. Also, the server can close its part of the virtual connection as the reply is
returned. Therefore, the total delay from sending an admission request until receiving
the reply equals the round-trip time plus the processing time of the admission request
in the server (provided no packets are lost).

To evaluate the performance of an agent, we focus on the protocol processing time
in the server only (i.e., we do not consider processing time in the client or round-trip
delay). When admission requests are received from the network, the total time for
processing an admission request must include local T/TCP protocol processing time.
We have measured the T/TCP protocol processing time on our machine by running
a T/TCP-capable dummy-server that immediately returns a reply to each incoming
request. By running the programtcpdump[11], comparing the arrival time of requests
with the departure time of replies, we have found the protocol processing times to be on
average between100µs and110µs, for data sizes between 400 bytes and1 400 bytes.

Thus, with our current implementation of admission control, protocol processing
time for admission requests is around twice as large as the time needed for performing
end-to-end admission control in our example domain. However, the protocol process-
ing time is independent of the size of the link-state routingdomain, while admission
control time is proportional to the path length.

10 Related Work

In [5], advance admission control is supported by partitioning network resources be-
tween advance reservations and immediate reservations. Inour architecture, imme-
diate admission control looks ahead into the advance reservation state to avoid pre-
partitioning resources [17].

In [20], an overview of the field of advance reservations is given. In [16] , ex-
tensions for ST-2 to support advance reservations are presented. Our work provides
advance reservations in a differentiated services Internet (i.e., in a datagram network).

In [1], an architecture that relies on topology-aware advance reservation servers is
presented. The major difference compared to our architecture is that they use RSVP to
setup per-flow reservation state in routers along the path when a session starts.

In [19], the theory of effective bandwidths is used to allow higher utilization by
providing advance admission control with statistical guarantees. When resources are
over-utilized, the most recently booked advance reservation is preempted.

In [8], a theoretical study of future reservations is performed. Their model includes
functionality for finding time slots when resources are available and to make an incen-
tive for video-on-demand users to receive movies at the sametime (by multicast).

Within the Internet2 QBone project, a differentiated services test-bed is developed.
Work on bandwidth brokers is carried out within a subgroup named the QBone Band-
width Broker Advisory Council (QBBAC) [15]. In addition to our prototype, a number
of independent prototypes are under development in this group. Among these are: the
Merit, the BCIT, the UCLA, and the LBL/Chicago University bandwidth brokers [10].
The latter includes slot-based admission control that is similar to ours.
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To our knowlege, none of these works have presented a thorough experimental
evaluation of the cost for performing advance admission decisions in a real network
topology.

11 Conclusion

We have evaluated two data structures for advance reservations, i.e., a segment tree and
a binary search tree. The segment tree is faster and more indifferent to changing pa-
rameters such as average durations requested, insertion order, etc. The only drawback
of the segment tree is that it requires more memory than the binary search tree. With
the segment tree, an admission decision takes less than7µs per hop when supporting
reservations over a 30 day period with 5 minutes granularity.

We have also evaluated the time required for finding end-to-end paths in a link-
state domain. Using on-demand route computations, the timeis on average20µs in
our example domain. Using pre-computed routes and segment trees for admission
control over each link in a topology with 15 routers, 28 transition networks and 64
stub networks, admission control takes approximately40µs. Thus, in this topology
our prototype can perform around25 000 end-to-end admission decisions per second.
We have shown that protocol processing time in the server forreceiving admission
requests through T/TCP is substantial. Currently, the protocol processing time is more
than100µs per request.

The results show that it is feasible for an agent to manage per-link resource reserva-
tions and perform path-sensitive admission control in a link-state routing domain. The
results also show that a general purpose computer is powerful enough to run the agent
software.
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Abstract

This paper presents a new set of forwarding behaviors that fits rate-adaptive and
delay-sensitive applications with limited loss tolerance. We consider an appli-
cation to have limited loss tolerance if it needs loss-free forwarding of specific
packets up to a certain rate. The new set of forwarding behaviors are attractive
for developing real-time applications for the Internet. Inparticular, such applica-
tions can be designed to use reserved forwarding capacity efficiently and compete
for more bandwidth while being fair to best-effort traffic. To provide the new set
of forwarding behaviors, we define a scheduling mechanism that can be imple-
mented efficiently. Through simulations, we show that this mechanism supports
the defined forwarding behaviors.

1 Introduction

Real-time applications are becoming increasingly common in the Internet, e.g. video
and voice over IP. Such applications need to present data to users with short delay (i.e.,
they are delay-sensitive). Real-time applications may also prefer low loss-rate since
error resilience then can be traded off for better compression efficiency and higher
quality. Applications optimized for low loss-rate are saidto be intolerant.

Clearly, delay-sensitive and intolerant applications gain from guarantees on bounded
delay and loss. Such guarantees can be provided with the Expedited Forwarding (EF)
per-hop behavior (PHB) [6]. EF is part of the DifferentiatedServices (DiffServ) archi-
tecture [2].

EF assumes that traffic using the PHB is peak-rate limited. This can be achieved by
associating users with service profiles. Then, traffic is policed to fit these profiles as it
enters DiffServ capable networks. EF trafficconformingto the peak-rate of each profile
is tagged with the for EF selected DiffServ Code Point (DSCP)and can be given loss-
free and low delay forwarding, while EFexcesstraffic is dropped (i.e., traffic exceeding
this peak rate).
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EF fits delay-sensitive and intolerant applications that need a certain rate, but do not
gain from more forwarding capacity if available. Delay-sensitive and tolerant applica-
tions that needs a minimal rate and can gain from additional capacity are however not
well supported by EF. Such applications adapt their sendingrate as response to packet
loss (i.e., they are congestion-responsive). Still, they may need loss-free forwarding of
specific packets up to a certain rate (e.g., to maintain a minimal frame rate). This kind
of congestion-responsive and delay-sensitive applications can be said to have limited
loss tolerance.

Applications with limited loss-tolerance being congestion-responsive and delay-
sensitive include those envisioned for the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
[13, 14] currently considered for standardization by the IETF. These applications are
media streaming, Internet telephony, and on-line games. Inaddition, we expect video
conference applications, having these properties, to be developed for DCCP.

We define a new PHB group that fits congestion-responsive and delay-sensitive
applications with limited loss tolerance. We name this PHB group In-Time (IT). IT
consists of three PHBs; IT-conforming, IT-excess, and IT-background. For IT, we
define the following requirements:

• Conforming and excess packets must be forwardedin-time. I.e., these packets
must not face queuing delays longer than a pre-configured maximum allowed
delay,d.

• Conforming and excess packets collectively must be forwardedin-order. I.e., in
the same order as these packets arrived.

• Excess traffic must be given a loss-rate approximately equalto or higher than the
loss-rate given to background traffic. This is theloss-rate relationrequirement.

• Conforming traffic must be served at the configured rate, or ata rate higher than
the configured rate. IT shares this requirement with EF [6]. We refer to it as the
departure raterequirement.

Thedeparture raterequirement enables guarantees on loss-free forwarding for con-
forming traffic. Such guarantees can be given by limiting theutilization of a network
(with known characteristics and a maximum number hops at anypath) through traffic
conditioners at network edges [1].

As for EF, IT assumes that conforming traffic is peak-rate limited. While EF excess
traffic is dropped, IT excess traffic is however tagged and forwarded through traffic
conditioners at network edges. Hence, with IT, conforming,excess, and background
traffic are all forwarded, but with different DSCPs.

As the traditional best-effort service, the IT-backgroundPHB provides no guaran-
tees. IT-background can, but does not need to, be equal to thedefault PHB [15], which
is the best-effort service through a DiffServ compliant node. Then, IT-background and
IT-excess shares bandwidth with default traffic, and bandwidth for IT-conforming only
needs to be explicitly allocated. We use the termbest-effortfor the IT-background
PHB.

Although not being a requirement, an implementation of IT should treat excess
and best-effort traffic approximately equal with regard to loss. Thereby, these traffic
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aggregates can compete for available bandwidth on similar terms. We refer to this as
the loss-rate fairnessdemand.

Most real-time applications require data to be ordered before processing. Without
ordered forwarding of conforming and excess packets such applications would need to
buffer arriving packets to place data in order. Since this introduces delay, we consider
the in-order requirement of IT important.

IT contributes with new differentiation properties not supported by any combina-
tion of the PHBs currently specified by the IETF. We believe these properties to be
attractive in developing real-time applications for the Internet. Without IT, real-time
applications need to use reserved capacity only (e.g., provided by EF), or operate with-
out any upper bound on delay. With IT, real-time applications can be designed to both
compete fairly with best-effort traffic for more bandwidth and use reserved capacity
efficiently.

Existing applications can be extended to benefit from IT. E.g., Bennett et al. presents
an error resilient (to packet loss) and scalable compression method for video that is
congestion-responsive [17]. The rate is varied using different quantization steps and,
when these steps cannot be reduced further, by sub-samplingthe input sequence to
reduce the frame-rate. With loss-free forwarding up to a certain rate, decreasing the
frame-rate can be avoided. In addition, it might be possibleto trade off error resilience
for better compression efficiency and higher quality for theprotected sub-stream.

EF can be supported in output buffered routers with a prioritized queue scheduler
(i.e., a strict non-preemptive prioritized queue). Such a scheduler is appealing to EF
since it offers low bounds on latency1. Low latency for conforming traffic is important
also with IT. To offer low latency with IT, we extend a prioritized queue scheduler
with support for IT. This scheduler, which we name TICKET, offers equal bounds on
latency as a prioritized queue scheduler.

Another appealing property of a prioritized queue scheduler is that it can be im-
plemented efficiently. The extensions for IT consume reasonable amounts of memory
and have moderate processing overhead on common platforms (e.g., Intel Pentium III).
Hence, with an efficient prioritized queue scheduler as a base, an efficient TICKET
scheduler can be implemented.

Through simulations, we show that TICKET meets the requirements of IT. TICKET
has one configurable parameter only, i.e. the maximum allowed delay,d. Longerd
gives lower loss-rates for excess traffic2. A scheduler implementing IT must support
very low d to meet delay requirements of real-time applications. Moreover, while
supporting such a lowd, loss-rates for excess and best-effort traffic must be similar to
enable sharing of bandwidth (i.e., the loss-rate fairness demand). The simulations show
that withd set to only a few ms, TICKET gives excess and best-effort traffic similar
loss-rates.

1With a strict non-preemptive prioritized queue the delay bound for conforming traffic is equal to MTU/c,
where c is the link speed [4].

2Loss-rates for excess traffic is however, as required by IT, always equal or larger than for best-effort
traffic.
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2 Algorithms and Data Structures

TICKET is created through extensions to a prioritized queuescheduler using two FIFO
buffers. We add a third DSCP for excess traffic (i.e., in addition to the conforming
and the best-effort DSCPs), and time-stamps and sequence numbers for excess and
conforming packets. These time-stamps and sequence numbers are local within each
node. With these additions we define anaivescheduler that meets the four requirements
of IT.

The naive scheduler (with two buffers) can give considerably higher loss-rate to
excess traffic than to best-effort traffic (i.e., the loss-rate fairness demand may not be
met). This is because these aggregates are forwarded in the same buffer. Then, excess
traffic may get only small amounts of bandwidth, which limitsthe value of IT.

To achieve similar loss-rates for excess and best-effort traffic, we extend the naive
scheduler into the TICKET scheduler by addingqueue ticketsand two additional buffers.
TICKET meets the loss-rate fairness demand.

A prioritized queue scheduler using two FIFO buffers is described in Sect. 2.1. In
Sect. 2.2 we define extensions to this scheduler creating thenaive scheduler, and in
Sect. 2.3 we define extensions that completes the TICKET scheduler. Then, in Sect.
2.4, we discuss important implementation and design details of TICKET. Finally, in
Sect. 2.5, we analyze time and space requirements of TICKET.Commented pseudo
codes for the naive and TICKET schedulers respectively are given in Appendix A.

2.1 A prioritized queue scheduler

A prioritized queue scheduler is an appealing implementation of EF since it offers low
bounds on latency [4]. With such a scheduler EF packets are forwarded before any
best-effort packet. There are several approaches to createthis behavior. We use two
FIFO buffers (i.e., one buffer,c, for EF packets and another buffer,b, for best-effort
packets) as base for our TICKET scheduler. This scheduler does not preempt packets,
but bufferc has absolute priority over bufferb. I.e., when one or more EF packets are
queued the first one is dequeued as soon as the previous (EF or best-effort) packet is
completely sent. If no EF packet is queued, the first best-effort packet is dequeued.

With two FIFO buffers whereof one is prioritized, both enqueuing and dequeuing
can be done with the same time complexity as for a single FIFO buffer, i.e.,O(1). The
space used by this dual FIFO scheduler (in addition to the space used to store packets)
is the space needed in the buffers to store pointers to the packets (i.e.,Nc +Nb machine
words).

2.2 The naive scheduler

Any scheduler supporting IT has to meet its four requirements. The naive scheduler
meets the departure rate requirement since it is based on a prioritized queue scheduler
(i.e., conforming packets are forwarded through bufferc as with the pure prioritized
queue scheduler defined in the previous section).

To meet the in-time requirement of IT, we store, with each conforming and excess
packet, a time stampτ = t + d, wheret is the current time andd is the maximum
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allowed delay. Fromτ , it can be determined when conforming packets must be sent to
meetd, and when excess packets are late and should be dropped.

As many excess and best-effort packets as possible should besent before sending
conforming packets. This is to avoid dropping excess packets due to latency and out-
of-ordering. Hence, conforming packets can be delayed until they must be sent (i.e.,
to meetd). Note that conforming packets are only delayed if the outgoing link has an
overload.

To meet the in-order requirement of IT, we store, with each conforming and excess
packet, a sequence number,σ. With σ, we keep track of the arrival order among these
packets. In addition, we storeσ of the last dequeued conforming packet,Σ. Excess
packets withσ less thanΣ are dropped. Whenσ of the excess packet at the head of
bufferb is higher thanΣ, but less thanσ of the conforming packet at the head of buffer
c, this conforming packet is sent immediately.

When bufferb is full, arriving best-effort and excess packets are dropped inde-
pendent of their DSCPs. Hence, these packets are equally likely to be dropped due
to buffer overflow (assuming equal arrival processes). In addition to buffer overflow,
excess packets can be dropped due to latency and out-of-ordering. Consequently, ex-
cess traffic may experience higher loss-rates than best-effort traffic although the losses
caused by buffer overflow hits them equally often. Hence, thenaive scheduler meets
the loss-rate relation requirement of IT.

2.3 The TICKET scheduler

Although the naive scheduler meets the requirements of IT, it does not meet the loss-
rate fairness demand. The extensions defined in this sectionprovide support for this
demand.

As noted above, excess packets are dropped due to buffer overflow, latency, and
out-of-ordering. Best-effort packets are, however, dropped due to buffer overflow only.
Consequently, excess packets may experience higher loss-rate than best-effort packets.
To achieve similar loss-rates for these packet types, the number of drops due to latency
and out-of-ordering must be reduced.

Excess packets already being late or out-of-order must be dropped. Thus, to reduce
the number of excess packets dropped for these reasons otherexcess packets must be
given precedence following such drop events. TICKET achieves this by letting excess
packets jump ahead in the queue when excess packets are dropped due to latency or
out-of-ordering.

The jump ahead for excess packets is achieved using separatebuffers for excess and
best-effort traffic (i.e., bufferb for best-effort packets, and buffere for excess packets).
Queue tickets are used to control the order in which buffersb ande are served.

Queue tickets are sequence numbers,Q, for acceptedexcess and best-effort pack-
ets3. Hence, buffersb ande are scheduled in the same order as excess and best-effort
packets are accepted by the TICKET scheduler. Excess packets can however use queue
tickets of previously dropped such packets, while best-effort packets use their own
tickets only.

3Note that tickets are local for each outgoing interface.
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Note that since excess packets may use queue tickets of previously dropped excess
packets they will jump ahead of best-effort packets that arecurrently in the buffer. This
does not, however, lead to an increased forwarding capacityfor excess traffic compared
to best-effort since an excess packet that should have been forwarded was dropped.

To ensure that excess and best-effort packets still are dropped fairly at buffer over-
flow, a common limit,Neb, of the total number of excess and best-effort packets is
used. The limit has to be smaller or equal to the length of the smaller of the buffers
(Neb = min(Ne, Nb)). Consequently,Ne andNb should be equal (Neb = Ne = Nb).

To summarize TICKET, for each accepted packet we store a sequence number, a
deadline (for conforming and excess packets only), an addedtime offset (for conform-
ing packets only), and a queue ticket (for excess and best-effort packets only).

When the deadline for the next conforming packet is reached,it is immediately
sent. Otherwise, dequeuing is done according to sequence numbers and queue tickets.
Note that an excess packet is dropped when it is late (τe < t), or has a sequence number
lower than the last sent conforming packet (σe < Σ). If both the excess and best-effort
buffers are empty, the first packet from the conforming buffer is returned. If only one
of these buffers is empty, a packet is returned from the non-empty buffer.

2.4 Implementation and design details

2.4.1 Overlapping conforming packets
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Figure 3.2: Simulated topology.

Although IT traffic is properly policed, two consecutive conforming packets may
arrive to an outgoing link at a rate higher than the out-link rate (e.g., due to packets
arriving at different in-links). Then, these packets cannot both be sent in-time if the
first one is delayed as long as allowed byd (Fig. 3.1). To determine for how long,
possibly overlapping, conforming packets can be delayed,τ of previous packets can be
adjusted forδ = max(((t1 + d) + sendT ime(p1)) − (t2 + d), 0).
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Sinceτ of all conforming packets in queue might need to be adjusted,this operation
can be expensive. To avoid the cost of making these adjustments, we maintain a time-
offset,∆, for the clock. This offset is added to the current time when deciding which
buffer to serve. When a conforming packet arrives that overlap with a packet already
in the queueδ is added to the offset∆. The added time,δ, is stored with the arriving
conforming packet so that∆ can be decreased when the packet are dequeued. Since
each arriving packet is handled separately, several overlapping packets can be handled
in the same way.

2.4.2 Ticket storage

Tickets for best-effort packets can be stored together withthese packets. Tickets for
excess packets are however preferably stored in a separate buffer, q. Thereby, tickets
for excess packets can remain for future use when a packet is dropped, and even if no
excess packet is queued.

Since there can be (at most) one ticket per excess packet, buffer q should be of
equal size as buffere (i.e., Nq = Neb). Buffer q can be full although buffere has
space available to queue packets. Then, however, no ticket has to be allocated for an
arriving excess packet since there are already enough tickets in bufferq.

2.4.3 Loss-rate differences

Loss-rates caused by buffer overflow may differ between best-effort and excess traffic
if they have different arrival processes. E.g., the well known bias of drop-tail buffers
against bursty flows [11] may cause the loss-rate relation requirement of IT to be vio-
lated. Such bias can however be reduced through active queuemanagement [3].

2.4.4 Per-flow out-of-order detection

An excess packet may be in-order within its applications data flow while being out-
of-order within the IT aggregate. Hence, using the sequencenumber for the last sent
conforming packet within the same application data flow instead of for the aggregate
might reduce the number of excess packet drops caused by out-of-ordering. The se-
quence number can be stored in a dictionary4 with a flow identifier as key.

A per-flow out-of-order detection variant of TICKET was considered in prelimi-
nary simulations. These simulations gave the same results as with the pure TICKET
scheduler. The per-flow variant may however prove valuable in a scenario with more
flows using IT. We consider this as for further studies.

2.5 Time and Space Requirements

The space used by the TICKET scheduler is4Nc +3Ne +2Nb +Nq = 4Nc +3Neb +
2Neb +Neb = 4Nc +6Neb (i.e., in addition to the space used to store packets). This is

4A dictionary can be implemented using, for example,perfect hashing[7, 12], where operations can be
performed inO(1) amortized time.
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merely six words per packet, which is a minor overhead since packets often consists of
several hundred of words (an integer word is equal to four bytes on most architectures).

The time complexity for enqueuing/dequeuing isO(1). Both enqueuing and de-
queuing consists of, in addition to FIFO buffer manipulations, a computation of the
sending time for a packet. This computation involves a division, which however can be
avoided with a pre-computed table.

The calculation of the sending time in dequeue can be avoidedby allowing an
additional delay of conforming packets. In enqueue the sending time is used to separate
packets that arrive so close in time that the deadline cannotbe met for the second
packet. The sending time is however not needed if conformingpackets always are
separated with the sending time of a MTU sized packet (i.e., all conforming packets are
assumed to be of MTU size). This may however have a negative influence on the excess
traffic since conforming packets will be sent earlier. Moreover, no delay guarantees can
be given for time scales shorter the sending time of an MTU sized packet. We consider
this as for further study.

The current time has to be provided by the hardware. However,since this time is
only used to ensure that a prioritized packet is not delayed more than allowed, it does
not necessarily has to be provided by a real-time clock. For example, the number of
hardware clock cycles elapsed since boot time is sufficient (given that the speed of the
hardware is known in advance). Thereby, the current time is accessible simply through
a register read.

3 Evaluation

In this section, we present simulations evaluating the TICKET scheduler. The simula-
tions are made with the network simulator version 2 (NS-2) [16].

3.1 Simulation Setup

The topology (Fig. 3.2) supports RTTs between 12 ms and approximately 250 ms (in-
cluding queuing delay), which is a common range in the Internet [9]. Queuing delays
up to 256 packets occur at link CR(a)-CR(b) where the TICKET scheduler is used, and
up to 128 packets at link CR(b)-CR(a) where a FIFO scheduler is used. Link CR(b)-
CR(a) is assigned less buffers to make queuing delays of the two congested links similar
(the average packet size is larger at that link).

Access link rates and delays are reconfigured randomly with values between 22 and
32 Mbps, and 0.1 and 0.9 ms respectively. Feldmann et al. usedsimilar values to emu-
late switched Ethernet [8]. A positive consequence of making these reconfigurations is
that they reduce the risk of flows being synchronized.

Hosts h(07) through h(15) have one TCP Friendly Rate Control(TFRC) [10] con-
nection with each of the hosts h(01) through h(03) (i.e., 27 TFRC connections totally)5.
The traffic sources at h(01) through h(03) have unlimited amounts of data to send. Since
IT aims at supporting real-time applications, we set the packet size to 320 bytes6.

5TFRC can be negotiated as the congestion control mechanism for a DCCP [14] connection.
6PCM coded data (i.e., 64 kbps) gives a payload size of 320 bytes with 40 ms packets.
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At AR(1) through AR(3), service profiles of 2.4 Mbps (i.e., 267 kbps/flow) are used
to police TFRC traffic into conforming and excess traffic withTime Sliding Window
(TSW) [5] based traffic conditioners.

270 Pareto distributed ON-OFF sources at h(04) through h(6)are used to overload
link CR(a)-CR(b). From these hosts, h(07) through h(15) download data using TCP
Sack and the best-effort service. Packet sizes are up to 1500bytes. Three levels of
overload is created with different averageOFF period lengths. These overloads cause
loss-rates at link CR(a)-CR(b) of 0.7, 2.4 and 5.1 percent inaverage when measured
over 180 s.

In the Internet, TCP ACK packets are likely to be forwarded together with larger
data packets. This can influence the spacing between ACKs andthus the burstiness of
TCP sources. Also, lost ACKs make TCP sources burstier. To simulate varying ACK
spacing and lost ACKs, link CR(b)-CR(a) is overloaded with 270 Pareto distributed
ON-OFF sources at h(07) through h(15). From these hosts, h(04) through h(06) down-
load data using TCP Sack. The loss-rates at link CR(b)-CR(a)are 0.9, 1.5, and 1.9
percent in average when measured over 180 s. ACKs from h(04) through h(06) are
forwarded together with data traffic over link CR(a)-CR(b),which reduces the average
packet size at that link to approximately 650 bytes.

Loss-rates, queuing delays, and throughputs are measured between 20 and 200 s.
Results on loss-rates and queuing delays are calculated with 95 percent confidence
intervals. These intervals are vary tight for all graphs butthe one in Fig. 4(b). There-
fore, we give confidence intervals for this graph only. For each overload, 20 different
maximum allowed delays,d in the span between 0 and 100 ms are evaluated.

3.2 Modest overload

At a loss-rate of 0.7 percent in average, the TFRC flows get up to 390 kbps of excess
throughput in average7 at d higher than 40 ms. Hence, with IT, these flows get a
considerable higher throughput compared to if they would have used EF with the same
amount of allocated forwarding capacity (i.e., 267 kbps).

The additional throughput for the TFRC flows comes at the price of higher delays
for both conforming and excess traffic (assuming that EF can give close to zero queuing
delay to conforming traffic). The excess throughput per flow is however 360 kbps
already at ad of 2 ms. Moreover, average delays atd less than 50 ms are considerable
lower than the maximum delays (which are equal tod). This indicates that delays wont
accumulate over a path to the sum of alld at overloaded links8.

Maximal delays of IT traffic are equal tod up to 50 ms (Fig. 3(a)). Average delays
are however considerable less than this maximum. Delays experienced by best-effort
traffic decreases asd increases up to 50 ms. This is because the average size of packets
in queue decreases (i.e., the fraction of smaller excess packets increase withd).

As required by IT, excess traffic is given loss-rates approximately equal to or higher
than the loss-rates given to best-effort traffic (Fig. 3(b)). At low d excess packets oc-
casionally need to be dropped due to latency or out-of-ordering. Hence, loss-rates are

7Graphs on throughput are not shown due to limited space.
8As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, conforming and excess packets aredelayed at overloaded links only.
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Figure 3.3: Modest overload.

higher for excess traffic at lowd. The loss-rate is however acceptable even ford as
short as 2 ms (i.e., 2.2 percent).

3.3 Moderate overload

At a loss-rate of 2.4 percent in average, each TFRC flow gets approximately 110 kbps
of excess throughput for alld higher than 2 ms. Hence, larger fractions of the queued
packets are best-effort packets, which in average are larger than excess packets. To-
gether with the higher load, this causes generally higher delays than for the load eval-
uated in the previous section (Fig. 4(a)).
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Figure 3.4: Moderate overload.

The average delays for excess and conforming traffic are close to zero ford up
to 35 ms (Fig. 4(a)). At lowd most forwarded excess packets uses queue tickets of
previously dropped excess packets. Hence, at lowd, excess packets are forwarded
almost immediately (or dropped). Conforming packets are also forwarded early to stay
in order with excess packets.
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Loss-rates are high atd lower than 35 ms. At thesed, the fractions of large best-
effort packets in queue are high (i.e., few excess packets are queued since many such
packets are immediately forwarded). This cause higher delays than when a more even
mix of excess and best-effort packets is queued (Fig. 4(a)9). High delays means less
queue space to absorb bursts. Consequently, more packets are dropped when traffic is
bursty.

We expect an additional reason for high loss-rates at lowd to be low delays for
TFRC flows. At low delays, these sources need higher loss-rates to get similar rates
as with higher delays10. This assumption is supported by the fact that the average
throughput of TFRC flows is similar for alld between 2 and 100 ms.

3.4 Severe overload

At a loss-rate of 5.1 percent in average, each TFRC flow gets approximately 40 kbps of
excess throughput for alld higher than 2 ms. Delays and loss-rates are slightly higher
than at moderate overload, but follows the same patterns.

At d less than 40 ms, best-effort traffic experiences higher loss-rates than excess
traffic. The 95 percent confidence intervals do however overlap. The higher loss-rates
for best-effort traffic can be explained by the bias against bursty flows of the drop-tail
strategy [11]11. As mentioned in Sect. 2.3, TICKET only offer equal ratios ofaccepted
arrivals and successful transfers. This means that differences in burstiness can cause
the loss-rate relation requirement of IT to be violated.

3.5 Summary of the evaluation

The simulations show that IT can be implemented with the TICKET scheduler. With
TICKET, excess traffic get a useful amount of bandwidth sinceit is given loss-rates
close to the loss-rates best-effort traffic experiences. The simulations indicate that ex-
cess and best-effort traffic can be given similar loss-ratesat d as short as 2 ms at a 30
Mbps link.

At high load, lowd cause higher loss-rates to excess and best-effort traffic than
with highd. Reasons for these higher loss-rates are that more data is being queued and
TFRC sources generates higher load at lowd than at highd.

The simulations indicate that excess traffic may be given lower loss-rates than best-
effort traffic. The differences are however small and we therefore do not consider them
to violate the loss-rate relation requirement of IT.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents the In-Time (IT) PHB group. IT is justified by needs for extensions
of EF enabling delay limited forwarding of excess packets in-order with conforming
packets.

9Only best-effort packet see this delay since many excess packets are forwarded immediately.
10As with TCP, rates of TFRC sources increase as loss-rates andRTTs decreases.
11TCP is more bursty than TFRC[10].
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In addition to the departure rate requirement of EF, IT requires delay limited and in-
order forwarding of conforming and excess packets. Also, the loss-rate of excess traffic
is required to be approximately equal to or higher than the loss-rate of background
traffic (e.g., best-effort traffic). Finally, to enable fairsharing of bandwidth between
excess and background traffic, an implementation of IT should treat these aggregates
approximately equal with regard to loss.

We present the TICKET scheduler that implements IT. This scheduler consumes
reasonable amounts of memory and have moderate processing overhead on common
platforms (e.g., Intel Pentium III). Through simulations we show that TICKET meets
the requirements of IT. Moreover, we show that it gives excess and background traffic
similar loss-rates at low delay limits.
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Data Structure for a Time-Based Bandwidth
Reservations Problem

Andrej Brodnik∗ † Andreas Nilsson†

Abstract
We discuss a problem of handling resource reservations. Theresource can be
reserved for some time, it can be freed or it can be queried what is the largest
amount of reserved resource during a time interval. We show that the problem
has a lower bound ofΩ(log n) per operation on average and we give a matching
upper bound algorithm. Our solution also solves a dynamic version of the related
problems of a prefix sum and a partial sum.

1 Introduction

In Computer Communications we need to make bandwidth reservations over the Inter-
net to provideQuality of Service(QoS) for the end users. The IETF (Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force) defined a standard for Integrated Services inrouters ([12, 25]) and the
end-to-end reservation setup protocol RSVP ([7]). Since the protocol does not scale
well ([16]) IETF came up with a new approach, known asdifferentiated services(diff-
serv, [5]). Schelén et. al. ([20, 21]) used thediffservto design a new QoS architecture.
In this architecture they provide virtual leased lines using the differentiated services to
perform admission control through the system of agents. Theagents work on per-hop
basis and they need to maintain a database of the reservations made on their hop. In
the backbone of the Internet it will most likely be many reservations to administrate
and hence the use of an efficient data structure will be required. Moreover, in the de-
sign of the agents the authors propose that a single agent administrates several hops to
make it more attractive for the ISP’s (Internet Service Provider). Such a scenario even
increases the need for use of an efficient data structure. Therefore Schelén et. al. in
[19] proposed a solution that was, however, limited to a predefined set of possible time
intervals over which the reservation could be made.

The bandwidth reservation problem is a special case of a moregeneric problem,
where we need to administrate a limited resource over the time; e.g. use of human
resources, computational power of super-computer, pool ofcars etc. Although the
solution in this paper covers all these problems, we use the termbandwidthwhen we
talk about the reserved resource.

∗Department of Theoretical Computer Science, Institute of Mathematics, Physics, and Mechanics, Ljubl-
jana, Slovenia

†Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå,
Sweden
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Definition 4.1 In thebandwidth reservation problemwe have a fixed amount of band-
width to administer. Customers want to make reservationsR = {B, I} for a part of
the bandwidthB during a time intervalI = [t0, t1) (t0 < t1, the interval starts at
time t0 and ends at timet1, and it includest0). The operations to support, besides
initialization and destruction, are:

• Reserve(B, I), that reservesB units of bandwidth for the time periodI =
[t0, t1) , wheret0 ≤ t1.

• Free(B, I), that frees the reserved bandwidthB during the intervalI. Note
that freeing the bandwidth is the same as making a reservation with a negative
bandwidth.

• MaxReserved(I), that returns maximum reserved bandwidth during the interval
I.

For the sake of clarity, we sometimes use the subscriptsq andr for queries and
reservations respectively. For example, a reservation intervalIr = [tr0, tr1) . In the
paper we also use the notationmax(x, y) denoting a function returning the bigger ofx

andy.

1.1 Literature background

In the literature we could not find any reference to the bandwidth reservation problem
with an arbitrary reservation interval – i.e. interval where endpoints are not drawn from
a predefined set. However, the problem is similar to problemswe find in other fields
of computer science that handle intervals on a real line (e.g. computational geometry,
dynamic computation and geometric search [3, 9, 10, 18]). These problems are gener-
ally solved usingsegment trees([17, 22]), which were introduced by Bentley ([4]) as a
solution to the Klee’s rectangle problem ([14]). The limitation in all these problems is
that the end-points of the intervals belong to afixed setof points. In our problem we
have no such a set.

Kuchem et. al. in ([15]) presented in a way similar data structure to ours, although
it still deals with a fixed set of points. They use the structure in a VLSI design. Bose
et. al. independently developed in [6] a similar data structure to solve a number of
geometric problems.

Another pair of related problems are the well studied partial sum problem ([11],
brief in [13]), and the prefix sum problem ([11]). In the prefixsum problem we have
an arrayV (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n on which we want to perform these two operations: (1)
Update(i, x): V (i) = V (i) + x; and (2)Retrieve(m):

∑m

k=1
V (k) for arbitrary

values ofi, x andm. In [11] Fredman shows a lower bound ofΩ(log n) for the prob-
lem under the comparison based model. In the same paper Fredman also presents an
algorithm with a matching upper bound.

In the rest of the paper we first show that the logarithmic lower bound carries over
to the bandwidth reservation problem. We continue with a presentation of a data struc-
ture we callBinSeT(binary segment tree) that gives us a matching upper bound. We
conclude the paper with final remarks.
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2 Lower Bound

Theorem 4.1 Given an arbitrary sequence of operations from a bandwidth reservation
problem, each of them requires at leastΩ(log n) comparisons on the average, wheren

is the number of intervals we are dealing with.

Proof: Assume that we have a solution to the bandwidth reservation problem that
requireso(lg n) time. We will show how to use such a solution to solve the prefixsum
problem in timeo(log n) which contradicts the lower bound by Fredman ([11]).

First, we introduce an extra pointn + 1 right to all other points representing+∞.
It is needed since in our problem we are dealing with open intervals on the right side.
Next, we translate the array of elements in the prefix sum problem into end-points of
intervals. More precisely, theV (i) element of the array is represented by the interval
that starts at pointi and ends at the right most pointn + 1: [i, n + 1) . Therefore,
the reserved bandwidth at pointp is the sum of all reserved bandwidths for intervals
starting at pointsj, where1 ≤ j ≤ p. This gives us the following translation of
prefix-sum problem operations:

• the operationUpdate(i, x) into Reserve(x, [i, n + 1) ); and

• the operationRetrieve(j) into a queryMaxReserved( [j, j + 1) ).

This translation gives us ano(lg n) solution to the prefix sum problem and hence
contradicts the lower bound by Fredman. QED

Note that, the prefix sum as presented by Fredman ([11]) is also astatic problem–
i.e. the array of elements neither expands nor shrinks. On the other hand, the solution
we present in the following section does support insertion of new points (intervals) and
deletion of points (intervals). Hence, by using the translation in the proof we also get a
logarithmic solution to the dynamic version of the prefix-sum problem.

3 Upper Bound

To prove an upper bound we use a data structure calledBinSeTthat supports the re-
quired operations in logarithmic time. Before going into details of data structure we
describe how we represent reservations.

3.1 Representation of reservations

We do not represent a reservation interval as a single entity, but we split it into two, what
we call, reservation events. A reservation event is a point in time when an increase
or decrease in the amount of a reserved bandwidth occurs. Forexample, we store
a reservationR = {B, [t0, t1) } as reservation eventsE0 = (t0, +B) and E1 =
(t1,−B). In other terms, we convert an interval[t0, t1) into two semi-infinite intervals
[t0, +∞) and [t1,−∞) . Hence, the operations from Definition 4.1 are converted:

• Reserve(B, [t0, t1) ) into adding of reservation eventsE0 = (t0, +B) and
E1 = (t1,−B); and
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• Free(B, [t0, t1) ) into adding of reservation eventsE0 = (t0,−B) andE1 =
(t1, +B); while

• MaxReserved( [t0, t1) ), remains the same.

If we want to store extra information with each reservation we introduce an addi-
tional dictionary data structure to store this informationand bind the reservation events
to records in the dictionary.

3.2 Data Structure

The binary segment tree BinSeT is a data structure that combines properties of a binary
and a segment tree. The former permits dynamic insertion anddeletion of reservation
events and the later answering queries about the maximum reserved bandwidth. In
detail, the leaves represent and store information about the reservation events, while
each internal node covers a segment (interval)I = [t0, t1) and stores information about
the values (bandwidth) on that interval. To ensureO(log n) worst case performance,
we balance BinSeT tree as an AVL tree (cf. [1, 8, 24]) – hence wealso need to talk
about the height of BinSeT tree. This gives the following invariance for every node of
our data structure:

Invariance 4.1 The information stored with the noden representing an intervalI =
[t0, t1) is the maximum valueµn on the interval and the changeδn of the value on
the interval. Besides, with a node is also stored the left-most event in the right subtree
t0 < τ < t1. The difference of heights of left and right subtree is at most one.

Note, if a node covers interval[t0, t1) , the left subtree covers interval[t0, τ) and the
right subtree the interval[τ, t1) .

In simpler terms, in the BinSeT tree each node has its ownlocal system of reserved
resource values on its interval. The system is offset to the global so, that in the be-
ginning of the interval the value is considered to be0. To get total (global) value of
reserved resources one has to addδ-s for all left siblings on the path from the node to
the root.

It is easy to verify the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1 Let l be left child andr right child of an internal noden. Then the equa-
tions:

δn = δl + δr

µn = max(µl, δl + µr)
(1)

hold for all nodesn.

The detail data structure is represented in Algorithm 4.1. The structure is slightly
different from the one described above since it does not include timest0 andt1, but
only theτ . However, valuest0 andt1 can be implicitly calculated during recursive
descend. At this point we note two things: first, a node has either two sub-trees (an
internal node) or none (a leaf); and second, a leaf stores in both δ andµ the amount
of the reserved bandwidth at the reservation event it represents, and inτ the time of
the event. As a consequence of the first observation we conclude, that the number of
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typedef struct sBinSeT {
tResource µ;
tResource δ;
tTime τ;
struct sBinSeT* left;
struct sBinSeT* right;

} tBinSeT;

Algorithm 4.1: Binary segment tree definition.

internal nodes is one less than the number of leaves. Since the number of leaves is at
most2n, wheren is a number of reservation intervals, this proves the following lemma,
under the RAM model:

Lemma 4.2 The size of the BinSeT storingn reservation events isΘ(n) words.

3.3 Operations

Finally we describe how to implement efficiently queries andadding of reservation
events. All our solutions will be recursive and will start traversing the data structure
from the root. We assume that we store with BinSeT also the time of the first (tf ) and
the last (tl) reservation event. These are also timest0 andt1, respectively, for the root
of the complete BinSeT. If we descend in the left subtree, then thet0 andt1 for this
subtree become valuest0 andτ , respectively, of the current root. We treat similarly the
right subtree. This is also the reason why we need not store valuest0 andt1 with a
node.

We start with a queryMaxReserved (see Algorithm 4.2). Assuming Invariance 4.1
we prove:

Lemma 4.3 The queryMaxReserved in BinSeT takesO(log n) worst case time.

Proof: The correctness of the proof uses induction. Due to the limited presentation
space we give only a justification of the induction step. Let the query be for the interval
Iq = [tq0, tq1) and let the node cover interval[t0, t1) . Then we have the following
possibilities:

• If tq0 = t0 andtq1 = t1, the answer is exactlyµ of the node.

• If tq1 ≤ τ then the answer is the same as the answer to the same queryIq in the
left subtreeleft covering the interval[t0, τ) .

Similarly, if τ ≤ tq0 then the answer is the same as the answer to the query
Iq in the right subtreeright covering the interval[τ, t1) . However, due to
Lemma 4.1 we have to add left node’sδ.

• Finally, in the most general case whent0 < tq0 < τ < tq1 < t1 the answer is
because of Lemma 4.1

max(MaxReserved(left, [tq0, τ)),left->δ+MaxReserved(right, [τ, tq1))) .
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tResource MaxReserved(tBinSet* node, tTime t0, tTime t1, tIn-
terval query) {

tResource leftMax, rightMax;
tInterval queryAux;
if ((t0 == query.t0) && (t1 == query.t1)) /* whole

interval – stopping condition*/
return node->µ;

if (query.t1 <= node->τ) /* query in left subinterval*/
return MaxReserved(node->left, t0, node->τ, query);

if (node->τ <= query.t0) /* query in right subinterval*/
return node->left->δ +

MaxReserved(node->right, node->τ, t1, query);
queryAux= query; queryAux.t1= node->τ; /* query in both

subinterval – so split it*/
leftMax= MaxReserved(node->left, t0, node->τ, queryAux);
queryAux= query; queryAux.t0= node->τ;
rightMax= MaxReserved(node->right, node->τ, t1, queryAux);
return max(leftMax, node->left->δ + rightMax);

} /* MaxReserved */

Algorithm 4.2: QueryMaxReserved in BinSeT.

To see that the running time of the query is logarithmic, i.e.proportional to the
height of the BinSeT, observe that the third case occurs onlyonce, while the tree is
balanced in the AVL-sense. QED

The last operation isAdd that adds a reservation event. Note, that weneverexplic-
itly delete a reservation event, we might just add a reservation event with a negative
value (see section 3.1).

Lemma 4.4 Adding of a reservation event into BinSeT can be done inO(log n) worst
case time.

Proof: Let us assume that we are adding a reservation event at timetr and for
the valueBr. We start (see Algorithm 4.3) at the root and recursively descend to the
leaves. The decision into which subtree to descend is based on the node’s valueτ and
tr: whentr < τ , we descend into the left subtree and otherwise into the right one.
Note, we always go all the way to the leaves.

The timeτ of the reached leaf can be either the same astr or not. If it is not,
we create a new internal nodenewNode and make the reached leaf one of its leaves.
Besides, we create a new leaf with an added reservation eventand properly update the
values. For details see Algorithm 4.4.

On the other hand, ifτ = tr we add valueBr to leaf’s valuesµ andδ. If new
values are not0 we are done. However, if they are0 we have to delete the leaf and
replace its parent with leaf’s sibling. We also delete the parent. On the way back to the
root we updateδ-s andµ-s as required in eq. (1). Algorithm 4.3 gives a skeleton of the
algorithm.
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tBinSet* Add(tBinSet* node, tTime tr, tResource Br) {
if (node->left != null) { /* WE ARE NOT AT THE LEAF YET.

*/
if (tr < node->τ) {

node->left= Add(node->left, tr, Br);
if (node->left == null) { /* we lost the leaf*/
free(node); return node->right; /* but we need no rebalancing

*/
}

} else { ... } /* similarly for the right subtree*/
node->δ+= Br; /* updateδ andµ – see eq. (1)*/
node->µ= max(node->left->µ, node->left->δ + node->right-

>µ);
node= Rebalance(node);
return node;

}
/* WE ARE AT THE LEAF. */

if (tr != node->τ) return Insert(node, tr, Br);
else {

node->µ= node->δ= node->µ + Br;
if (node->µ != 0) return node;
else { free(node); return null; }

}
} /* Add */

Algorithm 4.3: Adding of a reservation event in BinSeT.

It remains to describe the rebalancing of BinSeT (see call ofRebalance function
in Algorithm 4.3). Since BinSeT is an AVL-like tree, we rebalance it using regular
single and double rotations. While the details of when and how to perform the rotations
are explained in most textbooks (cf. [8, 24]) we concentrateonly on updates of values
µ andδ. Observe that the valueτ does not change during rotations.

First consider a single rotation shown in Fig. 4.1 (we are omitting description of a
mirroring single rotation). The new values of nodesb andd, they are marked with a
prime sign, are computed using the formulae:

d.δ′ = b.δ

b.δ′ = b.δ − E.δ

d.µ′ = b.µ

b.µ′ = max(A.µ, A.δ + C.µ) by eq. (1)
(2)

Observe, that the order in which new values are computed is important: therefore we
first computeδ andµ values atd and afterwards atb.

Similarly we compute new values in double rotation (cf. Fig.4.2):

d.δ′ = b.δ

f.δ′ = f.δ − C.δ

b.δ′ = f.δ′

d.µ′ = b.µ

b.µ′ = max(A.µ, A.δ + C.µ) by eq. (1)
f.µ′ = max(E.µ, E.δ + G.µ) by eq. (1)

(3)
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tBinSet* Insert(tBinSet* oldLeaf, tTime tr, tResource Br) {
tBinSet* newLeaf;
tBinSet* newNode;

/* First make a new leaf out of an inserted event:*/
newLeaf= (tBinSet*) malloc( sizeof(tBinSet) );
newLeaf->µ= newLeaf->δ= Br; /* set first as a segment tree*/
newLeaf->τ= tr;
newLeaf->height= 1; /* and then as a binary tree.*/
newLeaf->left= newLeaf->right= null;

/* And then make a new internal node:*/
newNode= (tBinSet*) malloc( sizeof(tBinSet) );
newLeaf->height= 2; /* now first set as a binary tree*/
if (oldLeaf->τ < tr) { newNode->left= oldLeaf; newLeaf->right=

newLeaf; }
else { newNode->left= newLeaf; newLeaf->right= oldLeaf; }
newNode->δ= newNode->left->δ + newNode->right->δ; /* and then as a

segment tree*/
newNode->µ= max(newNode->left->µ,

newNode->left->δ + newNode->right->µ);
return newNode;

} /* Insert */

Algorithm 4.4: Insertion of a new reservation event in BinSeT.

To prove the correctness of Algorithm 4.3 we need to see that it preserves Invari-
ance 4.1. First, if a new reservation point is added in the interval theδ should be
changed exactly for this value. This is done in line 9 of Algorithm 4.3. In the following
line newµ is computed according to eq. (1) and hence also this part of invariance is
kept.

Finally, the rebalancing keeps the difference in heights between the left and right
subtrees always at most one. Consequently, the height of thetree isO(log n) and the
running time of Algorithm 4.3 is alsoO(log n). QED

Our data structure uses AVL-like balancing technique, but it could use any one. For
more details on balancing and balance binary trees see [2, 23] or any other text book.

This brings us to the final theorem:

Theorem 4.2 The Bandwidth Reservation Problem can be solved under the compari-
son based machine model inΘ(log n) time per operation and inΘ(n) words of space.
This is tight.

Obviously it is straight forward to adapt the solution to handle also queries of the
minimum reserved bandwidth. Moreover, using the translation in Theorem 4.1 we also
get a logarithmic time solution to the dynamic versions of partial sum problem and of
prefix sum problem.

A practical improvement is to store with a node not itsδ and µ, but rather its
children’sµ-s and left child’sδ (the right child’sδ is actually never used!). Using
this information it is easy to compute also node’sµ using eq. (1). One would think
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that the size of the data structure increases after such a modification. But it does not,
since we do not need leaves at all. Moreover, since in Algorithm 4.3, and in eq. (2)
and eq. (3) we no more need to access children, everything runs faster because of fewer
cache misses.

4 Conclusions

We showed that the data structure BinSeT (binary segment tree) solves the dynamic
version of the Bandwidth Reservation Problem optimally (space- and time-wise) under
the comparison based model. The solution requiresΘ(log n) time for the queries and
updates andΘ(n) space. It substantially improves solution presented in [19] which
restricted the maximum allowed reservation intervals and their smallest granularity.

Using BinSeT we also solve dynamic versions of prefix sum and partial sum prob-
lems. Interesting enough, asymptotically the dynamic solution has the same time and
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space complexity as the static version.
There are a number of open problems left. For example, what are lower and up-

per bounds under the cell probe model and bounded universe? Interesting question is
also whether can we benefit from the fact that time always increases? At least on the
average?
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A An Example

Bottom of Fig. 4.3 gives an example of a reservations made during 16 time slots. In
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Figure 4.3: Example of a BinSeT tree.

the upper part of the figure is presented a BinSeT tree as buildover the presented reser-
vations. Additional arrows explain how particular values of δ, µ andτ are computed
from the reservations.

In Fig. 4.4 is shown a detail from the example. It presents “local systems” men-
tioned in§ 3.2 for internal nodesA andC. The systems are presented with two different
patterns: the first is expanding over slots 8 to 12 and the second one from 12 to 16. The
figure also depictsδ andµ values for both nodes.
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Abstract

Recently an efficient method for network bandwidth reservation was developed in
[1]. The method permits optimal management of a dynamic bandwidth alloca-
tion system. It is perhaps surprising that the same technique is applicable to the
problem of fast analysis of large spectral data sets. Such ananalysis is of great im-
portance when dealing with the extended systems like solids, polymers, nanotubes
and similar and the Density of States (DOS) of their vibrational and electronic
states.
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